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No. XV, 1992, pp. 1-6 

Use of place and manner dimensions in 
the SUPERB-UPSID database: 

Some patterns of in(ter)dependence 1 

Bjorn Lindblom, Diana Krull and Johan Stark 

Abstract 
Consonant data are presented from the SUPERB-UP SID database. When 
all segment types are examined in terms of their overall frequency of 
occurrence, a strong - although not exceptionless - trend towards orthogo
nal use of place and manner dimensions becomes evident. For instance, 
for several segment classes the relative "popularity" of a given place 
(manner) of articulation appears to be largely independent of the manner 
(place) it combines with. A numerical analysis is presented which yields a 
single-number "popularity index" for each dimension. The role of phonetic 
constraints in determining the observed place-manner orthogonality is 
briefly considered. 

1. The SUPERB-UPSID database 
Thanks to Ian Maddieson, phoneticians now have access to UPSID (Maddie son 
1984) which provides a rich and valuable sample of the world's phonetic inven
tories. In 1990, Maddieson kindly provided the Stockholm University Phonetics 
Laboratory with an MS-DOS-compatible version of this database in which the 
number of languages had been increased from 317 to 534. We currently use this 
updated version within SUPERB, a system of programs developed by Stark (1990) 
to facilitate a wide range of quantitative analyses and for the pmpose of combining 
UPSID with access to a parallel database consisting of waveform files. Since UPSID 
appears to be evolving we refer to the present version as the SUPERB-UPSID 
(henceforth, th SU) database. 

2. Overall use of dimensions 
64 phonetic dimensions are used to specify segments in SU, 44 related to consonants 
and 20 to vowels and diphthongs. There are what might be called two 'primary' 
sets containing 15 manners and 13 places of articulation. The remaining consonant 

1) Also in Chalmers Technical Report 10, Goteborg, Sweden: Chalmers University of 
Technology, Department of Information Theory. 
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2 Lindblom et al. 

dimensions include 'secondary' place and manner features and source mechan
isms.

2 

Our initial analyses were focused on the use of the primary place and manner 
dimensions. Simplifying we can think of the SU consonant segments in terms of a 
two-dimensional matrix with 15 columns corresponding to the manners and 13 rows 
representing the places of articulation. For each cell (= place-manner combination) 
in this 13-by-15 matrix, we asked the following question: How many languages use 
at least one segment that combines this particular place with this particular manner? 
Answers were given as percentages of the 534 languages in the database. 

3. Place-manner interdependence 
As would be expected, place use in one manner category does not necessarily 
parallel place use in another manner class. For instance, labiodental is restricted to 
fricatives. Palato-alveolar is favored especially in segments with frication. More
over, pharyngeal becomes vacuous if paired with nasal. Glottal combines only with 
plosives in SUo It has been suggested (Ohala 1983) that implosives favor anterior 

closures, whereas ejectives are more common at posterior locations, an expectation 
that is borne out in the present corpus. Taps, flaps, trills and [r]-sounds exploit motor 
mechanisms with special dynamic properties and are therefore found almost exclu
sively at places accessed by the tongue tip. There are clearly cases of this sort in 
SU where place and manner interact in unique ways. 

4. Place-manner independence 
Nevertheless, there is, at the same time, a strong trend for manner columns to 
co-vary across place rows in the 13-by-15 matrix. For instance, if labial is the most 
popular place in plosives, its relative popularity is similar also in other manner 
classes. Thus when use of place in plosives was plotted against place use in other 
manner categories, highly linear relations were observed. The least-square lines 
fitted to these data were found to have intercepts close to zero. Consequently 
equations of the form y = rnx were also derived for the data. This quantification 
implies that the way place is used across manner categories follows a simple 
proportional-scaling rule and that a single number mj can be used to describe the 
typological "popularity" of a given manner dimension. 

2) Place: Bilabial, labio-dental, linguo-Iabial, dental, unspecified dental, alveolar, retroflex, 
palatal-alveolar, palatal, velar, uvular, pharyngeal, glottal; Manner: Plosive, ejective, 
implosive, click, fricative, affricate, ejective fricative, affricate click, (r]-sounds, tap, flap, 
trill, approximant, nasal; 'Secondary' manners: Lateral, and lateral release, prestopped, 
nasalized and nasal release, sibilant; 'Secondary' places: Labialized, palatalized, ve
larized, pharyngealized; Source mechanisms: Voiceless, voiced, (pre}-aspirated, laryn
gealized, breathy. 
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Use of place and manner dimensions 3 

A similar set of typological "popularity" indices were derived for place of 
articulation. This set was equated with the values observed for place in plosives. 
Given these two sets of indices, Pi and mj, we made the following check of the 
numerical accuracy of the proportional-scaling model: For each relevant cell of the 
13-by-15 matrix the product Pimj was computed as an estimate of of the SU use of 
the segment combining place Pi with manner mj. When the results of that procedure 
were compared with the corresponding observed frequencies, a close agreement 
was observed, as can be seen from Fig. 1. 
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5. Effect of inventory size 
Previous work (Lindblom 1986, Lindblom and Maddieson 1988, Willerman 1991, 
Maddieson 1991) has indicated that segment paradigm size may be an important 
determinant of the phonetic contents of phonological systems. 

With the aid of SUPERB we examined the use of phonetic dimensions as a 
function of inventory size. Languages were divided into three size categories: 
Languages with 1-16, 17-32 or 33-96 consonants per system. For each such 
category we repeated the question we asked in compiling the original 13-by-15 

matrix: How many languages (within each given size class) use at least one segment 
that combines this particular place with this particular manner? 

Fig. 2 shows size-dependent values of mj along the y-axis and various manner 
categories on the x-axis (stops:plain, ejectives, implosives; fricatrives: plain, affri

cates, ejective affricates; sonorants: trills, approximants, nasals). The three inter
connected data points represent increasing inventory size from left to right. Note 
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the tendency for these triads to fonn a rising pattern particularly for the manners 
that score low in small systems. These effects are fully compatible with previously 
reported size-dependence effects (Lindblom and Maddieson 1988). 

6. Role of phonetic constraints 
A careful examination of the SU inventories strongly supports the conclusions of 
previous analyses suggesting that phonetic systems can be seen as functional 
adaptations to constraints imposed by speaking and listening. A detailed discussion 
of that interpretation would have to address the interaction of articulatory and 
perceptual factors as well as the role of "systemic" parameters. Such an analysis is 
not feasible here. However, let us just briefly comment on one aspect of the 
place-manner orthogonality effect. Why should there be such a trend? 

As pointed out by Ohala (1980), languages often make "maximum use of the 
available distinctive features". Consider Chipewyan. It uses three types of affri
cates: plain, ejective and aspirated. It has a series of non-sibilant dental, sibilant 

alveolar, laterally released and palatal-alveolar consonants. It exploits all possible 
combinations of those dimensions so that its affricates exhibit a 3-by-4 matrix 
without gaps. If, as Ohala and others suggest, such featurally tight packing is a 
general characteristic of languages, one consequence ought to be a statistical 
tendency towards cross-linguistic orthogonal place and manner use. While such a 
reasoning may throw some light on the existence of patterns of orthogonality, 

admittedly it does not explain why one particular set of dimensions is favored over 
another. We hope to return to that issue in a future, more comprehensive report. For 
a preliminary account see Lindblom (1992). 
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Abstract 

Comparing vowel formant data 
cross-linguistically 1 

Diana Krull and Bjorn Lindblom 

The present study reports a comparison of published formant data from 
twenty-nine languages/dialects. It addresses the question whether lan
guages show a preference for certain regions over others in the vowel 
space. Both methodological and theoretical aspects of this issue are 
examined. 

1 Introduction 
It is well known that, in comparing vowels of two languages, phoneticians often 
note subtle differences in quality between similarly transcribed segments. For 
instance, Stockwell and· Bowen (1965) make the following comments on the 
diphtong leyl which occurs in both English (ray, lay, base, ... ) and Spanish (rey, 
ley, veis, ... ): "The Spanish glide toward a higher and fronter position is faster than 
the English, and extends farther. It also begins somewhat higher." The descriptive 

tools of phonetics make it possible to specify such differences. 
For instance, phonetic alphabets offer a basic, fmite set of symbols, but permit 

the specification of language-specific deviations (say from the reference values of 
the cardinal vowels) in terms of diacritic marks. Phonology also uses a finite set of 
feature dimensions to describe contrasts but delegate the indication of the exact 
degree of vowel fronting, aspiration etc. to "low-level phonetic rules" (see Chomsky 
and Halle 1968). 

An unanswered question for phonetic theory is whether these tools are merely 
descriptive conveniences, or reflect something profound and significant about 
speech sounds. For instance, it might be argued that the existence of devices for 
language-specific fine tuning (diacritics, low-level rules) indicates that languages 
make virtually continuous use of the universal space of human sound production. 
However, equally reasonably, we might maintain that languages show clear pref
erences for certain specific regions in that space, in other words, that they favor 
phonetic "hot spots". 

1) Extended version of the paper with the same titel in Chalmers Technical Report 10, 
Goteborg, Sweden: Chalmers University of Technology, Department of Information 
Theory, 1992. 
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8 Krull and Lindblom 

The Quantal Theory of Speech (QT) provides a theoretical motivation for 
expecting such "hot spots" (Stevens 1972, 1989). It holds that languages seek out 
regions in the phonetic space that are acoustically stable in the face of articulatory 
variability. Liljencrants and Lindblom (1972) contains an attempt to explore the 
role of "maximal perceptual contrast" in vowel systems. Although this theory, and 
later reformulations (Lindblom 1986), differs from QT in that it derives systems 
rather than targets, it does provide a basis for expecting certain regions to be favored 
over others. For instance, when derived systems of varying size are superimposed 
on an FI-F2 plot, the result is a clustering of vowels in certain areas, in particular 
at the vowel space comers {II, luI, Ia! and, to a lesser degree, for leI and 101 (see 
Liljencrants and Lindblom 1972, Fig. 2). 

The possibility of infants showing a preference for certain 'prototypical' vowel 
qualities over others (KuhI1991) is also relevant here. IT those prototypes turn out 
to be innate rather than experience-based, there would be support for the idea of 
"hot spots" for vowels (however see Kuhl et al. 1992). 

The aims of the present study are to assemble published vowel formant data 
from a number of the world's languages and to discuss both the methodological and 
the theoretical aspects of the above issues. 

2 Materials and methodological considerations 
The material consists of published data from 29 languages (see Appendix). For each 
language, mean values were calculated for the ftrst three formants of each vowel. 
For three languages F3 data were not available. 

When the Fl and F2 measurements from all vowels and all languages are pooled 
and plotted as a 3-dimensional "vowel chart histogram" - with Fl and F2 along x
and y- dimensions and the frequency of occurrence on the vertical axis - the 
distribution shows peaks, or "hot spots", especially at the location of the comer 
vowels (Fig. 1). When examining the data for each vowel denoted with the same 
phonetic symbol individually, a certain variability is observed. Before proposing 
an interpretation of these 3-D patterns we must consider whether they reflect 
genuine language-speciftc differences rather than fortuitous anatomical differences, 
or the effects of differences in context or measuring techniques. 

Anatomical differences can be expected to yield formant values which are scaled 
versions of each other. IT the scaling is uniform, the ratio between the formant 
frequencies FniIFnj of a given vowel in the languages i and j is constant and 
independent of the formant number n. It is also independent of the vowel identity 
since the same scale factor can be expected to apply regardless of cavity conftgu
rations. IT, on the other hand, the scaling is non-uniform (Fant 1975), as observed 
by several investigators (Traunmiiller 1988; Yang 1990) there is a tendency for 
femalelmale formant ratios to increase as a function of the frequency values of Fl 
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and F2. Accordingly, in a cross-linguistic sample of fonnant patterns to which the 
same phonetic symbol has been assigned, a key methodological question becomes: 
Can the F-pattern of language i be seen as a (uniformly or non-uniformly) scaled 
version of the F-pattern of language j? We are currently running such tests. So far 

0.05 

Figure 1 .. Continuous histogram of vowel data from 29 languages showing F1 and F2 along 
the the x- and y-dimensions and frequency of occurrence along the vertical axis. 
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10 Krull and Lindblom 

they show no evidence that the observed F-patterns variation can be attributed to 
unifonn or non-unifonn scaling. 

The material from the different languages was not totally homogeneous. In the 
sample of 29 languages, the measurements of eight were based on words of 
(hL C(V) context where C was a dental or alveolar consonant. For twelve languages 
the context was C_ C(V) and for two CV with mostly dental or alveolar consonants. 
In two languages, the context was labial. Five languages were represented by 
isolated vowels which could result in more peripheral fonnant frequencies (see e.g. 
de Graaf and Koopmans-van Beinum 1983). 

In most cases, the measurements were perfonned on broad-band spectrograms, 
a few on LPC (Linear Prediction Coding) spectra or with a wave analyzer. 
Spectrogram measurements may vary with different investigators (Lindblom 1961). 
There appears to be little difference between spectrogram and LPC measurements 
(Monsen and Engebretson 1983). 

Pooling the results obtained from different investigations, we also pool the 
sources of error of those studies. Despite the steps taken to control for factors 
enhancing inaccuracy, the present findings can therefore be suspected to err on the 
side of variability and should thus be interpreted with caution. 

3. Results 
Figure 2 shows fonnant data for the symbol iii from 29 languages. This vowel was 
chosen since it represents one of the most tightly clustered distributions of the 
present corpus. The frequencies have been convened into mel

2 
units to facilitate 

comparison with Kuhl's discussion of "vowel prototypes" (KuhI1991, Kuhl et al. 
1992). Also shown are circles centered on the prototype she used for American 
English /il (Peterson and Barney 1952) with radii of 30, 60, 90, and 120 mels. Kuhl 
showed that there was a location in the vowel space (the prototype) that American 
English listeners (both adults and infants) rated as as the best instance of Ii/. The 
perceived goodness declined with distance from the prototype reaching its lowest 
values at about 120 mels in the MI-M2 plane. It can be seen that the data points do 
not cluster tightly around a narrowly defined focus but tend to spread out sometimes 
as far as beyond the 120-mel circle. 

2) The formula used was: y = k log(1 + f /1000), where y is the value in mels, k is a costant 
= 1000 / log 2, and f is frequency in Hz (Fant, 1973:48). 

3) F1 = 270 Hz, F2 = 2290 Hz, F3 = 3010 Hz (see Kuhl et al. 1992). 
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4 Discussion 

11 

Are there "hot spots" in the vowel space? It appears possible to give a preliminary 
answer that is in the affinnative and is supported by Fig. 1 in which fonnant values 
show peaks indicating enhanced concentration in certain regions of the space. 

The variability of the present Iii data was also examined in relation to published 
infonnation on difference limens for fonnant frequency. The values reported by 
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Figure 2 .. The first two formants, M1 and M2, of Ii! in mel. Black symbols show vowels in 
h_C(V) context, grey symbols vowels in other consonantal contexts, and unfilled symbols 
denote isolated vowels. The large circles show the distance of 30, 60, 90, and 120 mels 
from the prototype used by Kuhl (see text for details) . 
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Flanagan ( 1955), and by Nord and Sventelius ( 1979) are in the range of 3-5%. A 
4% deviation from an Fl at 270 Hz corresponds to about 13 mels. A similar 
difference in F2 at 2290 Hz is about 40 mels. The ranges for the present data are 
195 mels for Ml and and 234 mels for M2. 

How narrowly focused are those preferred areas? This is where caution is 
advisable for methodological reasons. Fig. 2 shows that the spread of Ii! exceeds 
the thresholds set by the figures for formant difference limens, especially in the case 
of Ml. For the first formant it is considerable also in terms of the mel-circles used 
by Kuhl in her discussion of prototypes. Also recall that we found no basis for 
regarding any two ft/ patterns as scaled versions of each other. Accordingly, the 
magnitude of language differences is in many cases quite considerable. In view of 
that fact, it appears unlikely that the observed variations reflect exclusively meth
odological problems. 

What is the origin of the "hot spots"? Answering that question falls outside the 
scope of this presentation. Both the Quanta! Theory and variants of the Dispersion 
Theory would make us expect such areas. Making a choice between the two 
accounts presupposes more reliable quantitative data on exactly how narrowly 
focused the preferred regions are. 

A possible, but as yet tentative, interpretation might be that the present findings 
support a position that many phoneticians have traditionally adopted (cf. Stockwell 
and Bowen above). Namely, that languages tend to use "i-like", "u-like", "e-like", 
etc. sounds, but that the exact phonetic categories are subject to considerable 
language-specific tuning. We hope to return to this issue in future studies. 
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Appendix 
List of languages/dialects with source references. 

Germanic 
German. ]0rgensen. H.P. (1969): "Die gespannten und ungespannten Vokale in der Norddeutschen 

Hochsprache. mit einer spezifischen Untersuchung der Struktur ihrer Fonnantfrequenzen". 
Phonetica 19. 217-245. 

Bavarian. (Traunmfiller. H. 1982): "Der Vokalismus im Ostmittelbairischen". Zeitschrift fUr Dia
lektologie und Linguistik 49, 289-333. 

Dutch. (pols. L.C.W .• Tromp. H.R.C. and Plomp. R. (1973): ''Frequency analysis of Dutch vowels 
from 50 male speakers". J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 53. 1092- 1101. 

Frisian. (personal communication by T. de Graafin Disner. S.P. (1983): "Vowel quality: the relation 
between universal and language specific factors". Working Papers in Phonetics 58, UCLA 
Phonetics Laboratory. Los Angeles. 

Danish. Fischer-]0rgensen. E. (1972): ''Fonnant frequencies of long and short Danish vowels". In: 
Studies for Einar Haugen (E.S. Firchow et al .• eds.). The Hague: Mouton. 189-213. 

Swedish. (pant, G. 1973): ''Fonnant frequencies of Swedish vowels", Chapter 5 in Speech Sounds 
and Features. Cambridge. MA: MIT Press. 

Norwegian. Gamnes. H. (1965): En akustisk undersokelse og maling av formantfrekvenser i 
ost-norske vokaler. Unpublished thesis. University of Oslo (cited by Disner. 1983. see reference 
under Tausug). 

Icelandic. petursson. M. (1975): "Le systeme vocalique de l'Islandais: faits phonetiques et interpre
tation phonologique". Lingua 35. 35-59. 

American English. Peterson. G. and Barney. H.L. (1952): "Control methods used in a study of 
vowels". Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 24, 175-184. 

Texas variant of American English. Yang. B. (1990): Development of vowel normalization 
procedures,' English and Korean. Doctoral dissertation. University of Texas at Austin. 

Romanic 
Catalan. (Recasens. D.: personal communication). 

Italian. Ferrero. E. (1972): "Caracteristiche acustiche dei fonemi vocalici itaIiani". Parole e Metodi 
3. 9-31. 

Spanish (peninsular, Mexican and Argentine). Godinez. M. (1978): "A comparative study of some 
Romance vowels", Working Papers in Phonetics 41, UCLA Phonetics Laboratory, Los Angeles, 
3-19. 

Portuguese (Brazilian), Godinez, M. (see reference under Spanish). 

Fenno-Ugric 
Finnish. Wiik. K. (1965): Finnish and English vowels. Doctoral dissertation. Annales Universitatis 

Turkuensis. Series B. Tom. 94. Turku. Finland. 

Estonian. (Liiv. G. and Remmel. M. 1970): "On acoustic distinctions in the Estonian vowel system". 
Soviet F enno-U gric Studies VI, 7-23. 

Hungarian. Tarnoszy. T. (1964): "Acoustic analysis of Hungarian vowels". STL-QPSR 196414, 
Royal Institute of Technology. Dept. of Speech Communication and Music Acoustics. Stock
holm. 8-12 
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Other 
Russian. Kuznetsov, Y.B. and On, A. (1987): "Spectral properties of Russian stressed vowels in the 

context of palatalized and nonpalatalized consonants". Proceedings Xlth ICPhS, Vol 3, Tallinn 
1987,117-120. 

Japanese. Fujisaki, H.: "Fonnant frequencies of sustained vowels in Japanese obtained by analysis
by-synthesis of spectral envelopes". (Unpublished data, University of Tokyo, 1970). 

Korean. Yang, B. (see reference under Texas variant of American English). 

Chinese (standard). Svantesson, P.-O. (1984): "Vowels and diphthongs in Standard Chinese". 
Working Papers 27, Lund University, Department of Linguistics, 209-235. 

Shanghai Chinese. Svantesson, P.-O. (1989): "Shanghai Vowels". Working Papers 35, Lund 
University, Department of Linguistics, 191-202. 

Taiwan Chinese. Zee, E. (1980): "Tone and vowel quality", Journal of Phonetics 8, 247-258. 

Tausug. Disner, S.P.(1983): "Vowel quality, the relation between universal and language-specific 
factors". Working Papers in Phonetics 58, UCLA Phonetics Laboratory, Los Angeles. 

Cairo Arabic. Norlin, K. (1984). "Acoustic analysis of vowels and diphthongs in Cairo Arabic". 
Working Papers 27, Lund University, Department of Linguistics, 185-207. 

Yoruba. (1) Disner, S.P. (1983): "Vowel quality: the relation between universal and language-spe
cific factors". Working Papers 58, UCLA Phonetics Laboratory, Los Angeles; (2) Lindau, M. 
and Wood, P.(1977): "Acoustic vowel spaces". Working Papers in Phonetics , UCLA Phonetics 
Laboratory, Los Angeles (cited by Disner, S,F. op, cit). 

DhoLuo. Jacobson, L.C. (1978). "DhoLuo vowel hannony: a phonetic investigation". Working 
Papers in Phonetics 43., UCLA Phonetics Laboratory, Los Angeles. 
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Temporal and tonal correlates 
to quantity in Estonian 

1. Introduction 

Diana Krull 

Estonian is a language with an elaborate quantity system. There are three phono
logically distinctive degrees of quantity, usually denoted as short, long and over
long. 1 There have been diverging hypotheses on the nature of the acoustic cues to 
the degrees of quantity. The problem of such cues is not yet completely solved. It 
has been shown that the perception of the degrees of quantity is based on duration 
ratios between syllables rather than absolute durations (Lehiste, 1960; Eek, 1980; 

Fox and Lehiste, 1989) . However, duration ratios are sufficient cues only for the 
distinction between the short and the long quantity. To recognize the overlong 

quantity, listeners need the additional cue of a falling Fo contour. Perception tests 
perform ed on synthetic stimuli by Lehiste (1988) indicate that even the combination 
of duration ratios and a falling Fo may not be sufficient. Possibly natural spee ch has 
additional cues. 

In the Estonian quantity system, there are thus tw o kinds of distinctions: fIrstly 
the distinction between short and long for which duration ratios are a sufficie nt cue. 
Secondly, there is the distinction between long and overlong w hich is signalled by 
at le ast two cue s, one temporal, one tonal and possibly some additional cue(s) . 

It can be hypothescize d that when an acoustic paramete r is used as the only or 
main cue to a phonemic distinction, the speakers' freedom to vary the parame ter in 

question should be restricted. The presence of additional cues could give a greater 
freedom of variation. There is some evidence of this regarding quantity. Engstrand 
(1986) studied comparable data from thre e languages: on the one hand Swe dish, 
where vowe l quality co-varies with length (Hadding-Koch and Abramson, 1964) , 
and on the other hand Finnish and Czech where quality diffe re nces are much le ss 
salient. The results showed that in Swedish the differences in duration be tw e en 
phonologically long and short vowels tend to diminish or even disappear w he n  the 
words are read without sentence stress. In Finnish and Czech, on the other hand, 

1) There have been many debates over the years on the number of quantity in Estonian. 
Lehiste, 1970 p. 46 writes: "Those who question the relevance of three degrees of 
quantity admit the existence of a three-way opposition but propose to interpret the so 
called overlength as a combinatory variant of length; the feature differentiating the long 
from the overlong is sometimes treated as tone (Durand, 1939), sometimes as post
poned stress (Harms, 1962)." According to Eek, the distinction between long and 
overlong is one of accent rather than quantity (Eek and Help, 1987; Eek, 1990) 
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the durations of long and short segments stay significantly distinct even in 
unstressed position. 

If the hypothecis holds, then Estonian duration ratios should be robust in the 
case of short and long. For overlong there could be more freedom of variation. To 
test this, the durations of the syllables involved must be changed in a regular way. 

This can be done by using the so called "word length effect" . That is, the tendency 
of a given unit to decrease in duration with the increasing number of units in a group, 
for example, the temporal compression of the nucleus of a stressed syllable as more 
syllables are added to the w ord. Such an effect has been demonstrated for several 
languages, among them Swedish (Lindblom, Lyberg and Holmgren, 1981; Lyberg, 
1981) , Dutch (Nooteboom, 1972 ) ,  and English (Lehiste, 1972 ; Oller, 1973; Harris 
and Umeda, 1974) . A shortening of segments with increasing word length has been 
found also in quantity languages belonging to the Fenno-U gric family, e.g. Finnish 
(Iivonen, 1974; but cf Lehtonen, 1970) ; Hungarian (Tarnoczy, 1965) ; Lappish 
(Engstrand, 1987) . In Estonian, the effect was shown to exist on the level of a 
rhythmic foot instead of a word (Eek and Remmel, 1974) . However, Eek and 

Remmel studied only the short and long, not the overlong quantity. 
In Swedish, duration differences tend to decrease not only w ith the loss of 

sentence stress (Engstrand, 1986) , but also with an overall temporal compression 
(Lindblom, Lyberg and Holmgren, 1981) . Are such tendencies restricted in Esto
nian? Are the temporal cues more robust when there are no other cues? In the case 
of more than one cue - as in the case of overlong - will at least one of the cues 
remain stable? The aim of this paper is to try to answer these questions, using 

Estonian material where syllable durations are made to change in a regular way. 

Table I. Schematic representation of disyllabic 01, 02, and 03 words in Estonian. 

Quantity degree 
01 

02 

03 

Schema 
(C)VCV 

(C)VVCV 
(C)VCCV 
(C)VVCCV 

(C)VVVC(V) 
(C)VCCC(V) 
(C)VVVCCC(V) 
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Before proceeding to the description of the experiment, a short overview of 
Estonian quantity is given. 

1.1 Degrees of quantity and their realization in Estonian 

Initial main stressed syllables of polysyllabic word s have three distinctive quantity 
degrees: short, long and overlong. These will be denoted by Ql , Q 2  and Q3. 

Monosyllabic words can only have the longest quantity, Q3. Noninitial syllables 
carrying secondary stress have more restricted quantity oppositions and follow 
rather complicated rules. Single segments can also have three contrastive quantities: 
a vowel or a consonant can be short, long or overlong. However, syllabic quantity 
does not correspond to sums of segmental quantities (Lehiste, 1970) . Word initial 
syllables of different quantities are formed according to the schema in Table I .  

Q uantity degree is determined by the vowel (or diphthong) of the stressed 
syllable and the consonant(s) following it. The duration of the vowel in the 
immediately following syllable is inversely proportional to the quantity degree of 
the stressed sy llable (Lehiste, 1970; Eek, 1974) . The initial consonant of the fIrst 
syllable is of no consequence for the quantity degree. The boundary between the 

fIrst and the se cond syllable lies between Y and C in (C) YCY words. When the 
consonant is geminated - long or overlong - the boundary lies within the duration 
of the consonant. 

Absolute durations can give a cue to the speech tempo. For the recognition of 
quantity degrees, listeners make use of the typical ratios between syllables. For 
example, the ratio between the fIrst and the second syllable for disyllabic Q 1 words 
is approximately 2 :3. The corresponding ratio for Q2  is 3: 2 ,  and for Q3 2 :  1 (Fox 
and Lehiste, 1989) . The contrast between the quantity degrees Ql and Q 2  depends 
on temporal cues alone. Eek (1980) has shown that Ql and Q 2  can be converted 

into each other by merely modify ing the relative durations of the two initial 
syllables. This was not possible with Q2  and Q3. Lehiste (1988) reports a perception 
experiment where the listeners' task was to decide whether a synthetic disyllabic 
sequence was one of sada- ' hundred' (Ql ) ,  saada- ' send' (imperative, Q2 ) ,  or 

saada - ' to get' (Q3) . The duration ratio of 3:2 was well identifIed as Q2  as long 
as Fo was not falling. The identifIcation of Q3 was more difficult. A syllabic ratio 
of 2 :  1 together with a steady Fo contour gave only 12 .5% identillcations as Q3. The 
addition of a falling Fo raised the identifIcations to 51 %. A falling FO contour is 
thus crucial in the identifIcation of Q3 even with an optimal duration ratio. But it 
is clearly not suffIcient. See also Eek 1980a, 1980b, 1990; Eek and Help (1987) . 

2. Procedures 
The initial material of the study consisted of mono- and disy llabic Estonian words. 
To these short words, segments and syllables were added. Measurements of the 
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duration of the vowel in the initial stressed syllable (VI) and of the consonant (C) 
and vowel (V2 ) immediately following were carried out. Thereafter, comparisons 
were made between the durations of units in different word lengths and quantity 
degrees. The fundamental frequency contours were studied in Q 2  and Q3 words. 

To assess the possible effect of initial and fmal length ening, the words used in this 
investigation were read both in citation fonn and in a carrier phrase. 

2.1 Speech material 

Six of the seven possible word initial CVCV combinations of /sat(V)/ and two of 
/lin(V)/ in different quantity degrees were used as the basis for the speech material. 
The word form s were chosen in such a way that as many semantically meaningful 
words as possible could be built up on them. The combination CVVCCV of Q 2  
does not occur as frequently as the others. In order to avoid too many nonsense 
words it was not included. Longer words were built up by adding sy llables or 
phonemes step by step to the basic words (see word list in Appendix) . 

Lists were prepare d with each word appearing five times. The words built on 
the sonorants /lin(V )/ were intended for studying FO in the intervocalic consonant. 

The words were presented in groups of ten, the last in each group was not used for 
me asure ment. The words were also presente d in the carrier phrase "Loeme ( .... ) veel 
kord" - ' let us read ( .... ) once more' . Even here each word occurred five times. 

The order of the words in the lists was randomized. 

2.2 Subjects, recordings and measurements 

The lists and phrases were read by five speakers of standard Estonian, two males 
(PN and SKu) and three females (MA, SN and SKi). All were native speakers of 
standard Estonian, who had received the ir ed ucation in Estonia and arrived in 

Sweden as adults. The time of residence in Swed en varied from two wee ks (SKu) 
to 11 years (MA) . 

Each speaker had a few minutes of practice before the session, and received 
instructions to read as naturally as possible, and to pause between each of the 
isolated (citation fonn) words. The recording session consisted of three parts: first, 
half of the words in the carrier phrase were read, then the words in list fonn, and 
finally, the second half of the material in the carrier phrase. Between the parts, the 
reader had a short break. 

The recordings were made in a sound shielded room with high quality apparatus, 
tape speed 19 cm/s. The measurements of the segment durations were perfonned 
on a real time sonagraph (KAY DSP Sonagraph Model 55(0) . The display on the 
scre en include d a wide band (300 Hz) spectrogram and an oscillogram. Cursors 
were set at both ends of a segment whose duration could then be read on the screen. 

The segments measured were: the vowel in the first syllable VI, the inte rvocalic 
consonant, the vowel in the second syllable, V2 , and, for words in citation fonn, 
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from the end of V2 to the end of the word. The beginning of V2 was set at the burst 
transient of It!. The end of an utterance final vowel was set at the end of the clearly 
visible form ant pattern . The final aspiration, which tends to be relatively prominint 
in Estonian, was not included. For words ending with a stop, the endpoint was set 
at the burst transient 

FO measurements were with the program MacSpeechlab II, version 1.0. Only 
Q2  and Q3 words were used: Isat! words with a long or overlong vowel followed 
by a short consonant and /lin! words with a short vowel followed by a long or 
overlong consonant. I n  Isat! word s, FO was measured at the beginning, middle and 
end of VI. In /lin! words, the measurements were perform ed at the beginning of Ii! 

and at the beginning and end of In!. Within V2 , it appeared impossible to measure 
Fo at comparable locations in all words, e. g. at the beginning or end of the vowel: 
it was often invisible in the vicinity of voiceless consonants. 

Table II. Durations of V1, C and V2 in the 01 and 02 words beginning with sada, saade 
and satu. Mean values of five reading each of five speakers. About exceptions see 
Appendix. 

Word No. of syll. V1 cit V1 phr C cit C phr V2cit V2phr 
/sata/ 2 103 88 70 70 190 169 

2 98 84 64 56 167 150 
3 86 85 63 59 163 142 
4 90 81 60 57 146 136 
5 87 83 60 54 134 131 
6 80 73 53 47 121 121 

/saate/ 2 221 203 79 65 166 145 
2 187 163 52 51 (112) (99) 
3 176 160 52 46 (87) (93) 
4 163 154 48 43 (86) (84) 
5 161 149 48 43 (90) (85) 
6 157 155 51 44 (86) (86) 

/sattu/ 2 93 89 197 175 155 130 
2 88 86 161 147 132 119 
3 87 84 157 147 118 117 
4 87 81 145 133 102 98 
5 87 87 109 110 (75) (74) 
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3. Results 

3.1 Duration patterns 

Mean durations of VI, C and V2 were calculated for each speaker separately and 
for all speakers pooled, with and without carrier phrase. (In some cases, not all 
speakers were included. See word list in Appendix.) I t  can be seen in Table II and 
in Table ill that adding a syllable or even a segment resulted in a decrease of VI 
and C as well as V2. Some examples of VI of one speaker are shown in Fig. 1 and 

Fig.2. I n  most of the cases, the de crease in duration stopped after the addition of a 
second rhy thmic foot. This agrees with the conclusion drawn by Eek and Remmel 
(1974 ) ,  namely , that is is the rhythmic foot - at most three syllables in Estonian 
- which is the domain of the temporal shortening and not the word. The ir material 

Table III. Mean durations V1, C and V2 in the 03 words beginning with saad, saate and 
sattu. Mean values of five readings each of five speakers. About exceptions see Appendix. 

Word No of syll. V1 cit V1 phr Ccit Cphr V2cit V2phr 
/saaat(u)/ 1 338 290 104 90 

2 334 288 85 72 135 110 
2 274 243 70 67 110 95 
3 267 229 76 67 92 87 
4 231 213 66 66 87 88 
5 233 209 65 65 83 79 

Isattt(u)1 1 89 89 350 312 
2 80 78 345 307 110 111 

2 75 77 295 234 98 84 

3 78 77 298 245 90 81 
4 78 78 241 2� 83 80 
5 78 78 219 203 80 76 

/saaattt( e)1 1 220 197 275 233 
2 218 189 279 231 131 101 

2 202 170 232 208 100 91 
3 189 178 225 199 92 87 
4 180 168 202 179 90 84 
5 168 164 176 161 88 84 
6 169 162 161 158 86 85 
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only contained QI and Q2 words. In the present material there were several 
exceptions to this, some of them occurred quite regularly: 
(1) The temporal decrease was not a function of the number of syllables alone. It 
was also important what kind of syllable was added. For example, between 4- and 

5 -syllable words beginning with Isattu/ there was a mean decrease of 36 ms in Itt! 
read in citation form, and 2 3  ms in a carrier phrase (Table III) . The decrease was 
probably caused by the replacement of the short syllable ltu/ in Isat-tu-me-ki/ by 
the long syllable Itut! in Isat-tut-ta-si-me/. There was also a relatively large decrease 
in the duration of preceding segments when lmal in Isa-ta-ma-Ie-ki/ was replaced 
by Imak/ in Isa-ta-mak-ke-se-Ie-ki/. 

This effect could not be explained by the longer duration of the remaining 
syllables: plotting the durations of VI, C, and V2 against the duration of the rest of 
the word gave slightly smoother curves, but did not remove the sudden decrease in 
segment duration when a heavier syllable was added. 
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Figure 1 .  Duration of V1 in words beginning with IsataJ, Isaatel and IsaaaV as a function 
of the number of syllables in the word. Mean values of five readings in a carrier phrase. 
Speaker SKu. 
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(2 ) Overlong segments in monosyllabic words were sometimes lengthened instead 
of shortened by the addition of a syllable. The reason lies in the possibility of 
contrast in disyllabic words: Monosyllables are always Q3 while a disyllabic word 
can also be Q2 . Some speakers, especially MA and SKi, exaggerated the durations 
to make quite clear that it was Q3 that was meant, especially in citation form words. 

Examples of this were e.g. /aaa/ and/or /ttt/ in /saaat/, /sattt/ and /saaattt/. However, 
this effect was not always present and was not used by all speakers, therefore the 
mean values of Table III show a decrease - although very small- in the duration 
of overlong segments between the monosyllabic and the disyllabic words. 
(3) Overlong segments, especially /ttt/, could continue to decrease markedly even 
after the addition of a fifth or sixth syllable. This was quite usual and shows up in 
the mean values in Table III. 

The presence or absence of the carrier phrase had hardly any effect on the 
segment durations ofQl and Q2 words. In Q3 words, however, overlong segments 
were almost always considerably longer in citation form. This is another example 
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Figure 2. Duration of the intervocalic IV, ltV and IttV as a function of the number of syllables 
in the word. Mean values of five readings in a carrier phrase. Speaker Sku. 
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of the speakers exaggerating the segment durations in Q3 words. The reason was 
probably that in the absence of a carrier phrase there was no rhythmic pattern to 
signal the tempo. A similar phenomenon has been noted by Eek (1974) . According 
to his data, a Q3 word could sometimes be shorter than a Q2  word, while in the data 
presented by Lehiste (1972 ) a Q3 word was considerably longer than a Q2  word. 

Eek attributes this difference to the fact that Lehiste' s data consisted of words read 
in isolation while his own were read in sentences. He notes that sentence rhythm 
restricts excessive lenghtening of segments, except for emphasis. 

As was mentioned before, it is the duration ratio between the first and second 
syllable that is important for the recognition of quantity. When the intervocalic 
consonant is short, the durations of V 1 and V 2  can represent the fIrst and second 
syllable. Therefore in such words the Vl: V 2  ratio can be used when investigating 
the duration relation between the fIrst and the second syllable (Lehiste 1960, Eek 
1974) . The initial consonant is always short and of no consequence for quantity. 
The results (Table N and Table V )  show that even though there were irregularitites, 
the ratio between the syllables remained relatively constant. In particular, there was 
no tendency towards an equlization of the durations of the two syllables. (The 
V IN2 ratios of the words beginning with /saate/ were not included - althogh they 
remained relatively stable - because the second syllable ends in a consonant: 

/saa-tet-t/, /saa-tet-te/ etc.) 

Table IV. V1IV2 ratios for words beginning with sada (01) and saadu(03) for each subject. 

Word No. of syll. SN SKi PN SKu 

/sata! 2 .50 .65 .43 .45 

2 .57 .67 .48 .49 

3 .59 .78 .50 .52 
4 .62 .73 .54 .51 
5 .64 .70 .57 .61 

6 .56 .70 .56 .59 

7 .59 .69 .53 .59 

/saaatu/ 2 2.14 2.70 2.66 
2 2.55 2.22 2.86 
3 2.63 2.60 2.44 
4 2.32 2.49 2.29 
5 2.46 2.21 2.89 
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When the intervocalic consonant is long or overlong, V 1 and V2 cannot be used 
to represent syllables. Estonian syllables do not begin with long consonants. 

Therefore, if C is long - or overlong - a part of the consonant must be counted 
as a part of the fIrst syllable, for example, /sat-tu/ and /satt-tu/ (see Lehiste 1960) . 
I n  ord er to calculate the length of the part of the consonant belonging to the ftrst 
syllable (denoted as C' ) ,  the duration of a short consonant in a word with the same 
number of syllables read by the same speaker was subtracted from the total 
consonant duration. VIC' N2 was then used for representing the ratio between the 
two initial syllables. 

Table V. V1 C'N2 ratios for words beginning with satu (02), satt (03) and saat (03). 

Speaker Syllables Isattu/(Q2) Isatttu/(Q3) Isaaattte/(Q3) 
SN 2 1.58 2.63 2.94 

2 1.59 3.15 3.39 
3 1.40 3.01 3.18 
4 1.36 3.23 3.51 
5 3.08 3.33 
6 3.40 

SKi 2 1.45 2.01 4.14 
2 1.10 2.03 3.19 
3 1.47 2.49 3.82 
4 1.56 2.16 3.01 
5 2.12 3 .18 
6 2.90 

PN 2 1.17 3.05 3.00 
2 1.63 3.28 3.05 

3 1.45 2.82 2.83 
4 1.58 3.30 2.69 
5 2.77 2.66 
6 2.61 

SKu 2 1.69 3.48 3.58 
2 1.69 3.62 4.59 
3 1.57 3.85 4.69 
4 1.63 3.32 4.35 
5 3.07 3.48 
6 3.81 
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This method of basing the calculation of a perceptually important ratio on a 
syllable boundary w ithin a long or overlong consonant is not new (see e.g. Lehiste 
1960 p. 53 ft). How ever, it can be criticized on the grounds that the perceptually 
noticeable event occurs at the beginning of the vow el, not w ithin the silent period 
of a stop consonant. In this case, the ratio on which the perception of quantity degree 
is based would in some cases be between syllables but not in others. This is hardly 
probable. In the case of this investigation, both methods of calculating the ratio give 
about the same result because the decrease of the short C is proportional to the other 
segments involved. 

In summary, the results show that the syllabic ratio remained relatively stable 
not only in the case ofQl and Q2 but also forQ3. This is interesting because duration 
ratios are not the only cue to Q3. The question is now: does the additional cue -
the falling FO - remain constant w hen the segment durations decrease? 
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Figure 3. Fa at the beginning of V1 , and at the beginning and end of C in 03 words of 
different length beginning with Ilinnnl. Mean values of five readings in a carrier phrase. 
Speaker PN. 
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3 .2 Tonal patterns 

Krull 

The results showed a difference in FO pattern between Q2 and Q3 words. The 
difference was consistent as long as the words were short - two or three syllables 

- and read in a carrier phrase: Q3 words had a falling FO contour in the flrst syllable, 
while in Q2 words could have either a less pronounced fall or a rise. The difference 
was not always preserved in the longest words and in words read in citation form. 

In words beginning with /linn(n)/, there was a small FO rise during Ii! both in 
Q2 and Q3 words for all speakers. In the following consonant there was a relatively 
large FO fall in Q3 words, and a smaller fall or a rise in Q2 words. Fig. 3 illustrates 
the Fo pattern in linna ... linnadelegi (Q3) and Fig. 4, linnu ... linnukeselegi (Q2) for 
one speaker. 

Fig. 5 shows percent Fo difference between the beginning and the end of Inn(n) 1 
in short and long words. The values for short words are the means of the two shortest 
words (monolyllables excepted) , e.g. linnu and linnuke. Likewise, the values for 
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Figure 4. Fo at the beginning of V1, and at the beginning and end of C in Q2 words of 
different length beginning with Ilinnu/. Mean values of five readings in a carrier phrase. 
Speaker PN_ 
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long words are the means of the two longest words, e.g. linnukesele and linnuke
selegi. Monosyllabic words were excepted for two reasons: first, be cause they 
always have Q3 and there can be no comparison between quantity degre es, and, 
second, because their FO pattern s were often irregular when read in citation form . 

In particular, there was often an FO rise at the end of each citation form word, 
possibly to signal continuation of the list. Also excluded were the data from speaker 
SKi. She had a much larger FO variation than the other spe akers in all words, even 
those read in a carrie r phrase. The means of only five readings could there fore not 
be assumed to yie ld re liable values. 

As Fig. 5 shows, the difference in FO contour between Q2 and Q3 words 
re maine d intact also in the long words of speakers SN, PN and SKu, but not MA. 

In citation form words (Fig. 6) the difference betwee n quantity de gre e s  was 
diminishe d or totally neutralize d. Also here spe aker MA was an exception: in her 
case , the abse nce of the carrie r  phrase made hardly any diffe re nce . 
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Figure 5. Difference in per cent of Fo between the beginning and the end of Innn/. Mean 
values of five readings each of the two shortest and the two longest words, monosyllables 
excepted. The words were read in a carrier phrase. 
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In words beginning with /saa(a) t/ the difference in FO pattern could be seen 
within VI: there was a relatively large fall in Q3 words and a slight fall or rise in 
Q2 (Fig. 7) . The difference in the size of the fall in Q3 was considerable between 
speakers: it varied from about 7% to around 2 0%. For these words, the absence of 
the carrier phrase made very little difference. 

To sum up, in the shortest words read in carrier phrase, there was always a 
difference in Fo pattern between quantities: a large fall in Q3 and a smaller fall or 
even a rise in Q2 . This difference could disappear in longer words and in words 
read in citation form. 

4. Discussion 
In the Introduction, the following hypothesis was set up: when an acoustic par
ameter is used as the only or a main cue to a phonemic distinction, the speakers' 

freedom to vary the parameter in question should be restricted. If there are additional 
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cues, there could be a greater freedom of variation. Did the results confIrm the 
hypothesis? 

The duration ratios w ere show n to be quite robust in spite of the - often 
considerable - short e ning of the segments involved. There was, moreover, a 
consistent difference even in the segmental durations betw een not only Ql and Q2 , 
but also Q2 and Q3. The Fo cue to Q3, on the other hand, was often, but not always, 
preserved in the shortened segments. The conclusion draw n from the present 
experiment is thus that there was more freedom of variation when there was an 
additional cue. I n  this case it was the tonal cue that made use of the greater freedom 
of variation. How ever, it must be kept in mind that the speech material w as far from 
natural speech, especially in its prosodic character. Even when there was a carrier 
phrase present, the measured w ord was in focus, it w as also the only w ord that 
changed from sentence to se ntence. In a different speech situation, the temporal 
cues may not be as stable. For example, small or even non-existent difference in 
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Figure 7. Difference in per cent of Fo between the beginning and the end of /aa(a)/. Mean 
values of five readings each of the two shortest and the two longest words, monosyllables 
excepted. The words were read in a carrier phrase. 
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duration between Q2 and Q3 segments reported by Eek (1974,1990) . Will the tonal 
cue be more robust in such cases? Which of the two cues to Q3 is the more important 
one? Morevoer, the existence of additional cues can be assumed on the basis of the 
results of perception experiments obtained by Eek (1980) and Lehiste (1988) which 
indicate that temporal and tonal cues are not sufficient for the recognition of Q3. 

The plan for the future is to investigate the temporal and tonal correlates to 
quantity degrees in more natural speaking sty les and, at the same time, to look for 
possible additional features appearing in connection with quantity . 
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Correlates to quantity in Estonian 

Appendix - List of the words used in this study 

Quantity degree 12 
sada Isatal - 'hundred' 
sadam* - 'harbor' 
sadama - 'of the harbor' gen. sg. 
sadamaZ- 'on the harbor', adess. sg. 
sadamaZegi - 'even to the harbor' 
sadamakeseZe - 'to the small harbor' all. sg. diminutive 
sadamakeseZegi - 'even to the small harbor' 

Quantity degree 22 
saade Isaate/ - 'sending' nom. sg. 
saadet* - 'sending' part. sg. 
saadete - 'of the sendings' gen. pI. 
saadetega - 'with the sendings' comit. pI. 
saadetegagi - 'even with the sendings' 
saadetisegagi - 'even with the consignment' 
satu Isattu! - 'happen (to get into) ' imp. 2nd pers. sg. 
satun* - '1 happen (to ge t into) ' 

satume - 'we happen to get into) ' 
satumegi - 'we even happen (to get into)

, 

satutasime - 'we made smth. happen (to get into) ' (dialectal) 
satutasimegi - 'we even made smth. happen (to get into)

, 
(dialectal) 

Quantity degree 32,3,4 
saad Isaaati - 1. 'you get'; 2. 'haystack' 
saadu - 'haystack' part. sg. (Speaker MA: saada** - 'to get') 
saadus* - 'product' nom. sg. 
saaduse - 'of the product' gen. sg. 
saaduseZe - 'to the product' all. sg. 
saaduseZegi - 'even to the product' 
satt Isatttl - (nonse nse word) 
sattu - (parallel form of satu, sp. MA satta** - 'into (the) hundred') 
sattus* - 'happened (to get into) ' 3rd pers. sg. 

2) * = Missing in the list of speaker MA 

3) ** = Not included in some of the mean values. 

35 

4) Speaker PN pronounced the words saadus ... saaduse/egi as Q2, his data for these 
words were therefore not included in any mean values. 
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sattuma - 'to happen (to get into) ' 
sattusime - ' we happened (to get into) ' 
sattusimegi - ' we even happened (to get into) . 
saat* /saaattt/ - (nonsense word) 
saate- ' of the sending' gen. sg. 
saatel* - ' on the sending' adess. sg. 
saatele - ' to the sending' all. sg. 

saateline - ' pertaining to a sending' 
saatelisega - ' with smth. pertaining to a sending' comit. sg. 
saatelisegagi - ' even with smth. pertaining to a sending' 

Quantity degree 2 
linnu/linnu/- ' of the bird' gen.sg. 
linnuke - ' little bird' nom. sg. diminutive 
linnukese - ' of the little bird' gen. sg. dim. 
linnukesele - ' to the little bird' all. sg. dim. 
linnukeselegi - ' even to the little bird' . 

Quantity degree 3 
linn /linnn/- ' town' nom. sg. 
linna - ' town' part. sg. or ' to (the) town) ' ill. sg. 
linnade - ' of the towns' gen. pI. 
linnadele - ' to the towns' all. pI. 
linnadelegi - ' even to the towns' . 
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Some evidence that perceptual 
factors shape assimilations 1 

Susan Hura,2 Bjorn Lindblom3 and Randy Diehl' 

Abstract 
Experimental evidence is reported showing that in the context of a following 
word-initial stop, fricatives are less confusable than nasals or unreleased 
stops. We conclude that perceptual factors are likely to playa role in shaping 
phonological assimilations. 

1. The phonetic status of distinctive features 
In Preliminaries to Speech Analysis (PSA) the authors repeatedly underscore their 
belief in the primacy of the perceptual dimensions of distinctive features (see 
Jakobson, Fant and Halle 1969: 12). Subsequently, in The Sound Pattern of English 
(SPE) Chomsky and Halle (1968) proposed their alternative set of features many 
of which are primarily articulatory in character. Since the appearance of SPE several 
proposals have been made aimed at improving its feature framework. A striking 
fact about these revisions is that they all retain the articulatory bias of the SPE 
system (see Keating's (1987) review). 

One of the advantages presented by the SPE framework is evident in the 
treatment of assimilations (pp 306-308). Describing a language in which consonants 
palatalize before Ii! we would write: 

PSA: C 
SPE: C 

� C [+ sharp] 1_ V [+ diffuse, - grave] 
� C [+ high, back] 1_ V [+ high, - back] 

The comparison shows that, since the PSA system uses a separate feature, [sharp], 
for palatalization, it fails to describe the rule as assimilation. In the SPE treatment 
on the other hand, [high] and [back] do double duty, and the above rule reflects the 

1) Also in Chalmers Technical Report 10, Goteborg, Sweden: Chalmers University of 
Technology, Dept. of Information Theory, 1992, and to appear, in expanded form, in 
Language and Speech. 

2) Dept. of Linguistics, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas, USA. 

3) This department, and Dept. of Linguistics, University of Texas at Austin. 

4) Dept. of Psychology, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas, USA. 
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increased articulatory similarity between the segment undergoing palatalization and 
the segment inducing it. 

The question we address in this paper is this: Was Jakobson really so wrong? 
Was his insistence on the primacy of perceptual factors totally misguided? 

2. Describing assimilation: Three approaches 
In SPE assimilations were handled by the use of variables. For example, to state 
that the nasals of a given language undergo place assimilation C&H would write: 

[+nasal] � [a anterior, a coronal, yback] 
1_ [a anterior, a coronal, y back] 

where a,a, y are variables over + and - .  McCarthy (1988) criticized this notation 
since the "combination of [anterior], [coronal], [back] is predicted to be no more 
likely than an impossible one that assimilates an arbitrary set of three features like 
[coronal], [nasal] and [sonorant]" (p 86). 

McCarthy showed how feature geometry can be used to solve this problem. It 
represents place features as daughters of an abstract 'place' node, and describes 
assimilations as spreading of the 'place' node association lines, rather than as 
spreading of individual +1- place features. According to this account, the reason 
assimilation is a natural process follows from the postulated geometric arrangement 
of features and nodes and the notion of spreading. 

Kohler (1990) reported data showing that apical consonants such as It!, Idl and 
In! are especially prone to undergo assimilation to following stops in German casual 
speech, e.g. anbringen [-mb-], mitbringen [-pb-], mitgehen [-kg-]. However, when 
apicals occur after labials and dorsals, they remain apicals. Labials and dorsals 
occurring before stops also remain unchanged. And fricatives do not participate at 
all: Cf Auffahrt vs. Ausfahrt and many other words using the auslauf contrast. 
Central to Kohler's account is the observation that nasals or stops before an 
obstruent appear to be less robust perceptually than fricatives in the corresponding 
positions. Accordingly, assimilatory neutralizations of place contrasts would have 
less drastic perceptual consequences for nasals and stops than for fricatives. 
Kohler's interpretation is that they can be seen as perceptually tolerated articulatory 
simplifications. 

Ohala's treatment of assimilation (1984, 1990) differs from those of McCarthy 
and Kohler in that he completely downplays the role of articulation. Discussing why 
Latin scriptu, nocte, ad+plicare etc. changed to Italian scritto, notte and applicare 
respectively, he suggests that these assimilations were induced, not by the speaker 
taking articulatory short-cuts, but by listener errors. When the listener turns speaker 
he pronounces what he is used to hearing. In support of his position he reviews 
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evidence indicating that CV transitions are richer in place cues than VC transitions. 
For instance, there is a tendency for listeners to misperceive VC 1 C2 V sequences as 
having only one single consonant at the place of C2 (Repp 1978; Fujimura, Macchi 
and Streeter 1978; Schouten and Pols 1983). This effect is particularly marked when 
the intervocalic clousure interval is decreased (Ohala 1990). 

Summarizing, we have mentioned McCarthy's articulatory account formulated 
in terms of feature geometry, Ohala's misperception scenario and Kohler's hypo
thesis about assimilations as perceptually tolerated articulatory simplifications. To 
shed some light on these alternative accounts we did the following perceptual 
experiment. 

3. Some experimental results 
Recordings were made of 8 native adult speakers of American English, 4 male and 
4 female, reading a set of nonsense names. The names were: Shanim Perry, Shanin 
Terry and Shaning Kerry; Shanip Perry, Shanit Terry and Shanick Kerry; Shanif 
Perry, Shanis Terry and Shanish Kerry. The stops at the end of Shani- were 
unreleased. These items were digitized and waveform-edited to create stimuli where 
each fIrst name was followed by each last name. The waveform fIles created for the 
fIrst names included everything up to, but not including, the burst of the initial 
consonant of the last name. To have a set of last names where the initial stop was 
free of the consonantal influence of the preceding consonant, also included were 
items in which the last name was preceded by a vowel: Anna Perry, Anna Terry 
and Anna Kerry. The fInal versions of the stimuli were produced by appending fIrst 
name and last name fIles in all possible combinations. This produced 27 items per 
speaker and a total of 216 stimuli. The subjects were 22 adult native speakers of 
American English who identifIed the last sound of the fIrst name for each item. 

Responses were scored in terms of error percentages which averaged 5.2%. 
Nasals showed the highest (across-subject average) error rate (6.9%), followed by 
stops (5.6%) and fricatives (3.0%). Of the three place categories, posterior stimuli 
showed the highest error rate (8.0%), followed by labials (3.9%) and alveolars 
(3.7%). An analysis of variance showed significant effects for both consonant class 
(F(2,42)=3.83, p<.05) and place of articulation (F(2,42)=5.9, p<.01). Planned 
comparisons revealed a significant difference for nasals and stops versus fricatives 
(F(2,42)=23.27, p<.OI); no significant difference was found between nasals and 
stops (F(2,42)=2.68, NS). 

We conclude that the subjects of this test found it easier to distinguish among 
the fricative consonants than among nasals or unreleased stops in the same envi
ronment. 

Also noteworthy is that an examination of the confusion patterns showed that 
most errors in this test were non-assimilatory. That is, subjets' incorrect responses 
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did not seem to be strongly influenced by the place of articulation of the stop that 
followed the stimulus segment. 

4. Discussion 
The assimilation of nasals to the place of articulation of following consonants is a 
very common process among the world's languages. The assimilation of fricatives 
to the place of the following stop consonant is not widely attested. Why is it that 
nasals and (unreleased ) stops tend to assimilate to following stops in this position, 
but fricatives do not? 

While feature geometry can tell us why nasals assimilate only a certain set of 
features from following consonants (those which fall under the 'place' node), it fails 
to give a principled reason why nasals are so much more likely to undergo 
assimilation in the ftrst place. 

In Ohala' s account, the origin of assimilations is misperception. He argues, on 
the basis of his own observations and other experimental results, that in a VCI C2 V 
sequence, the place cues for C2 will dominate those for CI. According to Ohala's 
hypothesis misperceptions would be expected to to be strongly influenced by the 
place of the following consonant, in other words they ought to be assimilatory. As 
reported above, that did not turn out to be the case in our experiment. One possible 
reason for this discrepancy might be that, in the present test, the intervocalic 
consonants exhibited longer durations than in Ohala's experiment. 

Kohler has stated that "fricatives are not assimilated" being auditorily "far more 
distinct than nasals and unreleased stops with regard to place cues ... " (p. 88). Our 
results are consistent with this claim, showing that it is signiftcantly easier to 
discriminate among fricatives, than among nasals or stops. 

Ohala's C2-dominance effect and Kohler's mechanisms of perceptual-articula
tory interaction share the assumption that, in VCIC2V sequences, the assimilation 
to C2 consonants is causally linked to the perceptual weakness of Cl consonants. 
It would seem to follow from both of these accounts that, if, in a certain language, 
we did ftnd fricatives that were no more distinct than nasals and unreleased stops, 
then we should expect them to be subject to assimilation to the place of a following 
consonant. Pursuing that question falls outside the scope of the present study. 
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1. Introduction 
Past studies of English have suggested that there is a relationship between the 
infonnation content of an utterance and at least two (largely suprasegmental) 
features of its phonetic realisation: 
1. The focal portion of the utterance (which tends to occur late in the sentence) is 
likely to be spoken at a slower rate than infonnation leading up to it. 
2. There is usually an intonation peak at the point of most topical salience. 

Common sense also suggests that old infonnation or inferrable material may be 
less carefully-articulated than new infonnation, since there already exists an under
standing between the speakers as to its identity. Our motivation for this research 
was to ask whether there is a direct relationship between degree of salience in the 
discourse on the one hand and phonological reduction on the other. 

Here we report on a pilot study to investigate this idea. 

2. Reduction 
Before describing the experiment, let us defme what we mean by phonological 
reduction. We are dealing here with low-level processes which cause language-spe
cific, perceptible, differences from maximally-articulated fonns. They range from 
very phonetic-looking changes such as weakening of closures to much more 
phonological-looking ones such as substitution of a glottal stop for an alveolar one. 
The changes are not simply a result of coarticulation or vocal tract mechanics 
because they are language-specific. (This is the reason we use the tenn "phonology" 
rather than "phonetics"). The direction of the change can often be understood with 
reference to properties of the vocal tract, but the relationship is not one of causation. 

A maximally-articulated fonn is not the same sort of phonological landmark as 
an underlying fonn: it will certainly differ idiosyncratically from speaker to speaker 
and systematically from accent to accent. We compare our reduced fonns NOT to 
an abstract fonn (about which there can be endless argument) but to the same 
speaker's most careful production of the same lexical item, which can be determined 
in cases if doubt by asking the relevant speaker to produce the relevant fonn. 

1) Paper presented at the symposium, "Current phonetic research paradigm: Implications 
for speech motor contro!", in Stockholm, August 13-16, 1991. See also PERIL US XIV. 

2) The authors can be reached at University of Reading, Dept. of Linguistic Sciences, 
Speech Research Laboratory, Whiteknights, PO Box 218, Reading, RG6 2AA, England. 
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3. Data 
We recorded one speaker producing a monologue about her last holiday. She is a 
member of the lab staff at Reading and very used to making recordings, and hence 
displayed no apprehension or nervousness about this situation. The speech sounds 
very natural, and the topics of conversation were informal and humorous. 

We decided to use a monologue instead of true conversation because there are 
so many unpredictable variables in natural conversation, especially from the point 
of view of discourse analysis. The speech is fluent and, in fact, had many featues 
of true conversation, since the speaker was describing her holiday to us. 

4. Analysis 
The resulting recording was subjected to analysis in two independent ways: 1) 
phonetic/phonological analysis and 2) discourse analysis. 

4.1 Phonetic/phonological analysis. 

An impressionistic phonetic transcription was made of the portion of the monologue 
corresponding to the discourse analysis (see below). 

The goal was to score the amount of phonological reduction which occurred in 
a unit. The units were defined by the discourse analysis, and ranged in length from 
one word to quite a long sequence of words. 

Our approach was to score each reduction in a span and then to adjust the 
resulting sum of scores by taking into account the number of phonemic units in the 
span. Reduction was determined by comparison with a phonemic transcription. This 
linear, segmental approach might be regarded as a bit old-fashioned in the present 
climate, but it was the only approach that we judged to be feasible. 

The scoring of reductions was done based on markedness and extent: marked 
reductions received a higher score than unmarked ones. For example, word-final 
consonant devoicing was scored "1", since this is extremely common, but word-in
itial devoicing was assigned a value of "3" since it is uncommon. Tapping of It! in 
a VCV environment was scored less highly than tapping of /d!, since the latter is 
uncommon in Standard Southern British. Deletions scored more highly than feature 
changes because we judged them to involve a more radical change. 

The reduction quotient of larger spans of speech was determined by using the 
following equation: 

R 
= num�r 0: segments �edu�ed x sum of reduction scores 

num r 0 segments 10 stnng 
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In a longer report (Shockey et al, 1991), we give a detailed explanation of scoring 
and of how this algorithm was applied in specified cases. Of course, this is a ftrst 
attempt and is a very blunt tool indeed in its present form. 

4.2 Discourse analysis 

The monologue was fIrst transcribed in normal English orthography, and this 
transcription was used as the basis for the discourse analysis. A section was taken 
from the middle of the monologue and divided into sense groups, which we shall 
call discourse units. 100 of these discourse units were identifted. Spellman Miller 
and Newson agreed that it was difficult to do this kind of segmentation without 
suprasegmental information, since the speaker's overall meaning is so strongly 
reflected in intonation. But it was felt that having access to phonetic properties of 
the speech might introduce a bias (Le. the researchers might inadvertently choose 
the most phonologically-reduced portions as the theme, thus creating a self-fulfIll
ing prophecy). 

The units were then subdivided into thematic (old or understood) material vs. 
rhematic (new) portions. A tally was made of the relative amount of reduction in 
these two categories. 

As can be seen in table 1, the results do not support the hypothesis. Indeed, one 
is impressed with the remarkable degree of similarity between the thematic and 
rhematic categories. One reason may be that our measuring technique is not 
sufficiently reftned. Some sounds are much more prone to reduction than others: 
labials, for example, are much less volatile than alveolars. Segments should be left 
out of the denominator if they have this feature, so the algorithm should be adjusted 
to: 

number of segments changed 
number of segments which have potential to change 

Table 1. Results 

Mean Reduction Standard Deviation N 

Theme .706 .994 93 

Rheme .841 1.032 102 

T-Test gives a score of -.614 (Probability .5406) 
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There could also be a weighting for sounds which occur in a stressed syllable vs. 
those which do not, as reduction is less likely and hence should score higher in 
stressed positions. 

Most importantly, the correspondence between semantically- or pragmatically
determined discourse units and any sort of discoverable output units is so poor that 
there is virtually no single utterance which can be sensibly analysed in terms of 
produced theme and produced rheme. The speech is actually produced in spurts 
which are spoken quite fast if they have many syllables/words and relatively slowly 
if they have but a few. The spurts are separated by silences of varying lengths. The 
longer, faster, spurts have a tendency to show more reduction than the shorter, 
slower ones, as might be expected. But the relationship between the thematic 
content and the content of the interpause speech spans is so complicated that it is 
hard to believe that it could be deterministic. 

Figure 1 shows an excerpt from the monologue, with the thematic units and the 
interpause units indicated. As can be seen, pauses can occur nearly anywhere, 
including in the middle of a word. 

Tabulating reduction scores for nouns only (using the original algorithm), we 
see a different picture: there is a significant difference at the .05 level between nouns 
found in thematic and nouns found in rhematic portions of the monologue. We shall 
pursue this line of investigation, to determine whether focus effects are more local 
than we had originally thought. 

5. Discovering units in unscripted monologue 
Considering the result that theme/rheme units do not seem to be appropriate for 
spoken English, we and Anne Wichmann did a small auxiliary investigation of some 
features which we thought might separate our monologue into units (Shockey and 

So ..... {they all} <piled> [back into the van] and <came back> [to ..... my parents house], 
urn, ..... [to their tents] and er, ..... um, ..... {all} <jumped> [into the swimming pool] {which} 
<was> [fine], except that, urn, ..... {they} Uust] <stripped off> [completely, completely 
nude],. .... and {it} <Was> ..... [amazing] [to watch them] because {they} ..... <seemed> [to 
en ..... joy just sort of running around ..... the pool completely, completely starkers] ..... [making 
a lot of noise] and {then} Uumping in and ..... practically emptying the pool of water]. 

Figure 1. Material between {} = theme. Material between <> = transitions. Material between 
[] = rheme . ....... = pause 
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Wichmann, 1992). Rather than imposing unit status on externally determined 
sequences, we looked for units based on what we regarded as obvious parameters. 

The results for units as determined by pauses were discussed above: using 
pauses as punctuation is an obvious way of dividing up the discourse, but seems to 
give no insights with respect to thematic information. 

It has been suggested that we look for tempo units, i.e. places where the rate of 
production changes dramatically. In these data, the tempo units appeared to be 
isomorphic with the pause units, with the rate of speech being positively correlated 
with the amount of speech in the spurt. It has to be admitted that we used a fairly 
crude measure for rate: syllables per second within a spurt. Perhaps averaging over 
a smaller window of, say, four syllables, would bring out variations in speed which 
we did not detect. 

We marked units which were delimited by metatextual comments such as "what 
else can I say" and discourse markers such as "meanwhile" and "back in the living 
room ... " 

With respect to fundamental frequency units, we found nothing which corre
sponded to tone groups or other such traditional forms of analysis, but we did fmd 
one FO phenomenon which often occurred simultaneously with pause, theme/rheme 
and macro text markers. This was a very large drop in FO, which we termed the 
"megatrough." Wichmann (1991) has shown that these occur at the ends of syntactic 
clauses in prepared speech: in our spontaneous monologue, they were used to mark 
the end of the introduction of a new topic. The generality of this phenomenon 
remains to be seen - we are reporting here on data from one speaker on one occasion. 

While we did thus find that the speaker marked portions of her monologue as 
"old information" and "new information," it was in a different way from that we 
have envisaged in our theme/rheme analysis. The latter approach is probably best 
reserved for dealing with written and scripted language; spontaneously spoken 
language appears to be organised on different principles. 
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Teckensprilkets fonetik 
- en projektbeskrivning 1 

Catharina Kylander 

Summary in English 
The following paper, which is written in Swedish, is entitled liThe phonetics 
of sign language; an outline of a project". This project has the form of a 
doctorate assignment, made possible by a grant from the Swedish Council 
for Research in Social Science (SFR). The aim of the project is to do 
phonetic research in Swedish Sign Language (SSL), i.e., to work out a 
phonetic model of SSL including physical and kinematic variables. No 
phonetic research in SSL has so far been carried out, except the analysis 
made by Bergman (1982c), in order to find a way to phonematically 
transcribe Swedish signs. The phonetic model of SSL will include physical 
and kinematic terms, such as velocity, acceleration, degrees, etc,. The 
following issues should be explained within the framework in phonetic and 
phonological terms: 
- the structure of SSL 
- the perceptually salient features in SSL 
- the problem of in variance 
- sign variants 

The paper begins with a short introduction of the kind of research on SSL 
that is being performed at the department. In section 3 a comparison 
between spoken and signed language is is made in terms of production and 
perception. Sections 4 to 6 discuss the above mentioned issues which are 
the subject matter of the project. Finally, in section 7 there is a short 
presentation of the work under progress. This work will concentrate on 
finding adequate means for acquiring and analysing data in order to 
represent SSL in both phonetic and phonological terms. 

1. Inledning 
Denna artikel syftar till aU ge en oversikt over det arbete som nyss pAbOrjats i 
projektet ''TeckensprAkets fonetik". Detta projekt har formen av en doktorandtjanst, 
tillsatt av Socialvetenskapliga forskningsrAdet (SFR) den 1 april 1992.2 

1) En forkortad version av denna artikel framfordes vid det sjatte nationella symposiet 
fonetik Fonetik '92, 20-22 maj 1992, Chalmers Tekniska HOgskola, Goteborg. 
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Jag böljar med att ge en översiktlig beskrivning av teckenspråksforskningen vid 
vår institution i Stockholm och går därefter in på de olika områden som inbegrips 
i projektet. Slutligen ger jag en kortfattad beskrivning över det pågående arbetet. 

2. Teckenspråksforskningen i Stockholm 
Teckenspråksforskningen i Stockholm rör bl.a teckenspråkets grammatiska pro
cesser, som lokalisering (Bergman, 1982a) och teckenbildning � allin, 1982), 
språkets satsstruktur � allin, 1984), morfologiska processer (Bergman 1982b), etc. 

Någon forskning kring teckenspråkets fonologiska och fonetiska struktur har 
inte bedrivits i Sverige, med undantag av Brita Bergmans analys av det svenska 
teckenspråket (1982c) i syfte att sammanställa ett fonematiskt transkription ss ystem. 

Inom ramen för projektet skall grundforskning med en fonetisk inriktning 
bedrivas av dövas teckenspråk. Detta innebär bl.a att en parametrisering av tecke
nanvänding skall göras, så långt det är möjligt, i fysikaliska - kinematiska termer 
(riktning, hastighet, acceleration, vinkel, etc) i analogi med fonetikens analys av 
talartikulatorernas rörelser. En modell av språket skall utkristalliseras som skall 
kunna redogöra för följande punkter. 
- teckenspråkets fonetiska struktur (gesternas fysikaliska villkor som handform, 
position, rörelse) 
- teckenspråkets perceptuella funktion (elaborerade och reducerade rörelser) 
- invariansproblemet (vad förblir konstant?) 
- teckenvariationer i fonologiska och fonetiska termer 

3. Jämförelse av talat och tecknat språk 
Skillnaden i produktion av talat och tecknat språk kan beskrivas som en skillnad i 
modalitet. Språk för hörande är, fysikalistk sett, en förändring av luftströmmen 
vilken passerar de orala, nasala och faryngala kaviteterna, språk för tecknande döva 
är en förändring av händer och fingrar i relation till den övre halvan av kroppen och 
utrymmet framför den (Bellugi och Fisher, 1972). 

Hur påverkar en ändrad produktionsmodalitet språkets form? Bellugi och Fisher 
jämförde artikulationshastighet mellan talad och tecknad amerikanska och fann att 
färre tecken produceras per tidsenhet än ord. Tecken tar längre tid att producera än 
ord, men de fann att det föreligger en likhet i tidslängd för de två språken om man 
istället jämförde de underliggande propositionerna. En ändrad produktionsmo
dalitet har även perceptuella konskekvenser. I en studie refererad av Newport 
(1982), visar det sig att både språkliga och icke-språkliga stimuli uppfattas kate
goriskt men att amerikanska teckenspråkstimuli ej uppfattas kategoriskt. Ameri-

2) Bidrag nr C91-3086:1 
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kanska teckenspråkstimuli erhåller kategorigränser men ingen diskrimineringsef
fekt. 

Enligt Bellugi och Fisher finns det en klar skillnad mellan talat och tecknat 
språk. Talade språk har linjärt ordnade segment till skillnad från teckenspråk som 
är simultant och således saknar sekventiellt ordnade segment. Bellugi och Fisher 
anser att teckenspråk bättre analyseras som bestående av simultana kombinationer 
av olika handkonfigurationer, rörelsetyper och artikulationsställen. Teckenspråk 
skulle enligt dem inte heller ha några motsvarigheter till fonem eller stavelser. 

Synen på tecken som bestående av simultana händelser utan någon sekventialitet 
har reviderats under senare år, och t.ex Liddell (1984), Sandler (1989), Liddell & 
Johnson (1989) har arbetat med fonologiska beskrivningsmodeller för tecken
språket där utgångspunkten är att gesterna kan segmenteras, dvs tecken består enligt 
dessa forskare av successiva segment. Det simultana i teckenutförandet återspeglas 
i modellerna av att vissa segment befmner sig på en autonom nivå. 

4. Teckenspråkets fonetiska och fonologiska struktur 
1960 lanserade S tokoe begreppet kirem i analogi med fonem. Kiremet refererar till 
handform, rörelse och plats för aktivitet. Enligt denna standardteori för teckenbild
ning representeras ett tecken som ett enda simultant, oordnat knippe kirem eller 
fonem, snarare än en sekventiellt ordnad räcka av segment. 

Ett kirem består enligt Stokoe av tre signifikanta apsekter. 
tab (tabulation) - var aktiviteten sker 
dez (designator) - vad som utför aktiviteten, dvs handform eller handkonstellation 
sig (signation) - aktiviteten, dvs den rörelse som krävs för att utföra tecknet 

Enligt Bergman (1982) kan tecken analyseras i tre aspekter som betecknas 
-I artikulator 
-II artikulation 
-III artikulationsställe 

Ur denna indelning har en analys av kiremtyper gjorts enligt tabell I nedan. 
Kiremanalysen i sin tur ligger till grund för det transkriptions system som återfinns 
i tabell II. I appendix A återfinns bilder, beteckningar samt transkriptions symboler 
på handformer i svenskt teckenspråk. 

Detta notationssystem har konstruerats enligt principen ett kirem - en skriftsym
bol, dvs det ligger till grund för en fonematisk transkription. 

Kiremanalysen utgör ett bra redskap för att skilja olika tecken åt, att hitta 
minimala par. I figur l och 2 återfinns transkriptioner av exempel på minimala par. 
I figur l är handformen (V handen), dess orientering (vriden till vänster med 
handflatan innåt) samt rörelsen (till höger, kontakt mellan hand och artikulations-
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Tabell I. Översikt av tecknens aspekter samt kiremtyper med exempel (ur Bergman 1 982c). 

Aspekt 
artikulator 

artikulation 

artiku lationsställe 

Kiremtyp 
i. handform 
ii. attityd 
iii. rörelseriktning 
iv. röreseart 
v. interaktionsart 
vi. läge; om manuellt i + ii 

Kiremexempel 
flat hand, knuten hand 
framåtriktad, uppåtvänd 
upp, höger, fram 
föres, vrids, spelar 
växelvis, konvergerande 
bröstet, pannan, neutrala 
läget 

Tabell II. Sammanställning av Bergmans (1 982c) transkriptionssystem för Svenskt tecken
språk. 

ARTIKULATIONSSTÄLLE ARTIKULATOR 

Läge Handform 

O ansiktet I i huvudhöjd J flata handen W W-handen 

n övre delen av ansiktet D D-handen I lillfingret 

U nedre de 1 en av ansiktet ::.r- sprethanden f flyghanden 

? nacken Y 4-handen J L-handen 
..... hjässa d- flata tumhanden ;) mått handen 
,... A pannan vinkelhanden � raka måtthanden 

} s i dan av huvudet. örat -A tumvinkelhanden � nyphanden 

ögat A A-handen T T-handen 

k ioden S S-handen >,f tupphanden 

" näsan L klohanden -A- böjda tupp handen 

el O Q-handen K K-handen 

v hakan G knutna handen H stora nyphanden 

D ha l sen e hållhanden -'I' stora långfingret 

[] bröstet E E-handen � runda långfingret 

[ viinster sida av bröstet B tummen 

] höger sida av brjjstet L pekfingret Attityd 
, axeln t vinklade pekfingret .!.i!t�i�g �ri.d�i�g 

.J höften (' krok fingret 4- vänster 

U magen, mellangärdet N N-handen � höger 

< armen V V-handen t fram 

� liverElrmcll n dubbel kroken "- in 

'ni benet R långfingret 1\ upp 

M M-handen V 
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Röre l seri ktn i ng 

4- vänster 

� höger 

� vänster-höger 

t fram 

"- in 

t fram-in 

A upp 

" ner 

N upp-ner 

Rrire l seart 

'"' båge 

O cirkel 

r-..> vrids 

w slås 

spelar 

:to förändras 

� strör 

In terakt ionsart 

Z växelvis 

> konve rge r ar 

< divergerar 

" byte 

X kors 

L vinkel 

)O( hakn ing 

e: entrE! 

• kontakt 

ÖVR [CA SYMBOLER 

I och - höger hands 
placering relativt 
den vänstra eller 
annan kroppsdel 

: upprepad artiku
lat ion 

I sammansatt tecken 
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TAB DEZ SIG 

Artikulations Artikulator Artikulation 
ställe 

r-"'\ V� � 
• 

"" V� -) 
'-' • 

V� 
-t 

'---' • 

Figur 1. Exempel på tecken där artikulationsstället är distinktivt. 

TAB 

Artikulations 
ställe 

L.J 

N 

u 

N 

� 

� 

DEZ 

Artikulator 

'i' 
NT 

N� 

t -t 
T GG,. 

.,. t 
-rDDT 

SIG 

Artikulation 

v· 

V': 

� .: 

� .: 

53 

Svensk glosa 

VÄNERS-
BORGS-

SKOlAN 

AVLÄSA 

JUDE 

Svensk glosa 

SITTA 

STOL 

SKOR 

DÅLIG 

Figur 2. Exempel på minimala par där artikulationssättet är distinktivt. 
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ställe) desamma för de tre tecken som betecknar VÄNERSBORGSSKOLAN3, 
A VLÄSA och JUDE. Den minimala skillnaden utgörs av artikulationsstället. 
V ÄNERSBORGSSKOLAN produceras vid pannan, A VLÄSA vid munnen och 
JUDE vid hakan. I figur 2 åskådliggörs det faktum att artikulationen och artikulatorn 
är distinktiva enheter likaväl som artikulationsställe. I det första paret utgör artiku
lationen den enda skillnaden mellan SlITA och STOL, i det andra paret är det 
handfonnen som utgör det distinktiva draget 

Förutom händernas position, konfiguration och rörelse, dvs kiremen, spelar 
munnens form en viktig roll. Munfonnen har fonemstatus i vissa tecken. Som 
exempel har vi tecken som SÄLLAN, VILL HA, HAR GJORT, där munnens form 
är avgörande för tecknets betydelse. VILL HA kräver en rundad läppställning, HAR 
GJORT kräver en öppen mun som tillsluts, och SÄLLAN kräver en tillsluten mun 
som öppnas en aning med spridda läppar, slutes och öppnas igen. Utan dessa 

munkonfigurationer blir ovannämnda tecken meningslösa. Sedan finns det tecken 
där munnens form närmast kan jämföras med intonationen i tal. Skillnadnen mella 
SUBSTANTIV och SAK ligger enbart i munrörelserna. Artikulation och artikula
tionsställen är densamma för de två tecken, men för SUBSTANTIV säjs det svenska 
ordet "substantiv" och för SAK säjs det svenska ordet "sak". Med tanke på ett 
fonematisk/fonetiskt transkriptionssystem fmns det således ett stort behov av att ta 
fram symboler för olika munkonfigurationer. 

5. Teckenspråkets perceptuella funktion 
Vilka aspekter av den fonetiska strukturen är av vikt perceptuellt? I talet finns det 
en mängd flertydiga fraser av typen stor mans dräkt, stor mansdräkt, stormans dräkt 
etc, som skiljer sig akustiskt åt i tonhöjds- och intensitetsförlopp samt genom 
stavelsedurationer. Hur det förhåller sig i teckenspråket vet vi inte. Vilka parametrar 
är det som används? Vilka av desssa parametrar är perceptuellt viktiga? Vilka 
modifikationer av dessa parametrar görs vid reduktion och elaborering av tecken, 
och vilken perceptuell funktion har dessa modifikationer? En avsikt med projektet 
är att göra utvärderingar via analys genom syntes med digital bildbehandlingsteknik 
för att få svar på dessa och liknande frågor. 

6. Invariansproblemet 
Invariansproblemet är detsamma för teckenspråk som för talat språk, nämligen att 

trots att utförandet av ett enskilt ord kan variera åtskilligt i en naturlig kommunika
tionssituation, så uppfattas det ändå korrekt av mottagaren. Teckenvariationer i 
spontant teckenspråk har knappast ägnats någon uppmärksamhet i forskningen. Vår 

3) Ord i versaler står tör den svenska glosa som kommer närmast respektive tecken i 
betydelse. 
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avsikt är att samla in och analysera data från naturlig teckenspråks produktion. En 
målsättning är att presentera en fonologisk och teckenspråksfonetisk beskrivning 
av den individuelle tecknarens teckenvariationer. En annan målsättning är att ur 

denna databas formulera en algoritm som givet en spatio-temporal specifIkation av 
ett teckens produktionsnorm kan transformera detta mönster till en reducerad eller 
elaborerad variant. Denna del av projektet har starka paralleller med projektet 
'Uttalstransformer", som pågår på institutionen och jag hoppas kunna utnyttja de 
insikter man erhållit i det projektet. På sikt väntas konkreta resultat med relevans 
för handikapphjälpmedel och andra automatiska system uppstå ur arbetet. 

7. Pågående arbete 
Eftersom någon forskning kring svenskt teckenspråk och dess fonetiska / fonolog
iska struktur inte har bedrivits i någon större utsträckning tidigare, är den explicita 
kunskapen på detta område mycket begränsad. Den första uppgiften i projektet är 
därför att a) finna ett adekvat sätt att beskriva svenskt teckenspråk i "fonetiska" 
termer, d.v.s i fysikaliska - kinematiska termer som acceleration, hastighet, vinkel, 
etc, och b) representera denna fonetiska information i en fonologisk modell. I det 
första delmomentet finns det två tillvägagångssätt som kommer att prövas och 
utvärderas. För att samla in tecken språkliga data för vidare analys i kinematiska 
termer kan man utnyt�a notations system som används av dans- och teaterkoreo
grafer (Labanotation, Eshkol-Wachmannsystemet) vilka erbjuder möjligheter att 
från videoband teckna ned de rörelser som utförs. Ett annat sätt är att använda 
videobaserade system (Selspot, MacReflex) som via dioder eller reflektorer placer
ade på artikulatorema inhämtar rörelsedata som sedan kan datoranalyseras i termer 
av hastighet, position, acceleration, osv. 

Den fonologiska representationen av svenskt teckenspråk innebär först och 
främst ett ställningstagande till ett par väsentliga punkter, nämligen 1) kan tecken
språk analyseras segmentellt? och 2) om så är fallet, vilka är dessa segment. För 
vidare diskussion kring detta refereras till Kylander (manus). 
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The role of the jaw in constriction 
adjustments during pharyngeal and 

. pharyngealized articulation 1 

Ahmed M. Elgendy 

Abstract 
The dynamics of the mandible and the lips during the production of pharyn
geal and pharyngealized segments in various vowel environments were 
investigated. The data, obtained from three Egyptian Arabic speakers on 
the movement patterns of the mandible and the /ips by means of a set of 
transmitter and receiver coils, were compared with spectrograms made of 
the audio signal of the test words. The results revealed that the movement 
of the mandible is antagonistic to the tongue movement during the articu
lation of phonetic segments produced by constricting the back cavity of the 
vocal tract and that the mandible plays a predictable role in shaping the oral 
and laryngeal portions of the pharynx while articulating such speech 
sounds. 

1 Introduction 
The articulatory model presented by Lindblom and Sundberg (1971) showed that 
the jaw movement as a separate parameter - when all other parameter kept constant 
- will alter the size of the pharyngeal cavity. Consequently the values of the first 
two formants (which are sensitive to changes in the lower pharynx) will be affected. 
Stevens (1972), has pointed out that some of the resonance properties of the vocal 
tract cause some of its regions to be more acoustically stable than others. In such 
regions formant frequencies are insensitive to limited variations of constriction 
locations caused by the co articulatory constraints of normal connected speech. 

It is of interest, therefore, to find out about the strategies the speakers use to 
control the motor activities needed to reach those regions in the vocal tract as 
articulatory targets during the production of speech. Speech articulators do not 
function in an independent and individual way, i.e. they coarticulate. During natural 
connected speech the articulatory movements overlap one another in a complex 
way. This overlapping is due to acoustical, inertial and mechanical constraints 
acting on the articulators. Thus formant frequencies are determined by the interac-

1) This is a revised version of the author's thesis for a Master's degree of Arts (Elgendy 
1 985). 
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tion of the movement of the lips, tongue blade movement in the oral cavity, vertical 
movement of the larynx and tongue-root movement in the lower and upper pharynx. 

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the interaction between the 
jaw, the tongue and the lip movement during the production of phonetic segments 
articulated at various points in the pharynx. 

2 Background 

2.1 Pharyngeal Articulaion 

In quite a few languages there is a class of speech sounds (i.e., pharyngeals) 
produced in the back cavity of the vocal tract. Out of 317 languages surveyed by 
Madison (1984), 12 contain the lower pharyngeal III andlor /hI and 54 contain one 
or more of the upper pharyngeals, i.e. the uvular Iq, xl or Iyl in their speech sound 
inventory. 

This class of sounds are particularly frequent in Semitic languages such as 
Arabic (AI-Ani, 1970; Delattre, 1971; Ladefoged, 1975; Ghazeli, 1977; May, 1979; 
Adamson, 1981; Elgendy, 1982) and Hebrew (Laufer and Condax, 1972). It also 
may occur in unrelated language families, e.g. Caucasian (see Catford, 1983). 

In Arabic there are two sounds (i.e. 61 and /hI) produced by constricting the 
lower pharynx (laryngeopharynx) at and below the level of the epiglottis, two 
laryngeals i.e. fl, hi, and a stop consonant and two fricatives produced in the 
velopharyngeal region (i.e. Iq, X, yl) respectively (Ghazeli, 1977, pp. 36-40; Boff, 
1983, pp. 172-176). According to Ghazeli (ibid) - based on lateral x-ray pictures 
- the constriction during III and /hI occurs as a result of the backward movement 
of the root of the tongue and forward movement of the lower portion of the posterior 
wall of the pharynx. This mechanism will create a constriction located 3.5 cm. above 
the glottis. The tongue body, being bunched upwards, creates a palatal stricture 6 
cm. from the lips (see also Delettre, 1971). During the production of Iq, X, yl the 
tongue dorsum is in contact with the uvula (Delattre, 1971). 

It is possible that activities of the lateral pharyngeal walls occur during the 
production of such consonants, since the lateral walls of the mesopharynx has been 
shown to play a significant role in characterizing the vowel articulation (Niimi, 
1979). However, the precise nature of the muscular activities involved in shaping 
the lower portion of the pharynx is yet far from being established because of the 
lack of the experimental data, e.g. electromyography, possibly due to difficulties 
involved in obtaining data from this partiuclar region. 

2.2 Pharyngealization 

There is also a set of dental consonants in Arabic, traditionally known as "em
phatics", vis. Is, z, t, d I (henceforth refered to in italics). The articulation of these 
sounds is characterized by a depressed tongue body accompanied by a concavity 
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of its surface and a retraction of the tongue root toward the posterior wall of the 
oropharynx at the level of the second cervical vertebra. The resulting configuration 
of the vocal tract due to this articulatory manoeuvre is a larger front (oral) cavity, 
and narrower back (pharyngeal) cavity (Ali and Daniloff, 1972; Giannini and 
Pettorino, 1982). Consequently, this will cause a rising ofFl and a lowering ofF2 
of the neighbouring vowels compared to the non-pharyngealized segments, i.e. Is, 
t, z, dl (Klatt and Stevens, 1969). 

Some of the studies dealing with the phenomenon of emphasis have argued that 
it is a feature of a single segment within the same phonetic context (Harris, 1942; 
Marcais, 1948; Ferguson, 1956; Jakobson, 1957; Cantineau, 1960). Other studies 
have considered emphasis as a non-segmental or prosodic element, i.e., encompas
sing a sequence of segments irrespective of syllable boundaries (Firth, 1934; Lehn, 
1963; Obrecht, 1968; Cohen, 1969; Ali and Daniloff, 1972 and 1974; Giannini and 
Pettorino, 1982; El-dalee, 1984). 

2.3 Physiology of the pharynx 

The muscles which are used to control the movement of the pharynx are the 
constrictor and the levator muscles. The constrictor muscles (i.e. superior, medial 
and inferior muscles) originate in the base of the skull, the hyoid bone, the larynx 
and the lower jaw. These muscles run semicircularly, forming the lateral and 
posterior walls of the pharynx. During contraction a forward and downward pull of 
the pharynx rear wall induce reduction in its cavity size. The contraction of the 
levator muscles occurs in particular in the lower pharynx, while the upper pharynx 
is passively compressed (cf. Sonesson, 1968). 

It was spectulated (Ali and Daniloff, 1972) that when producing an emphatic 
segment, most probably, the genioglossus posterior - which is attached to the 
interior margins of the mandible - functions to push the tongue body forward 
and\or depresses the tongue tip. The tongue is pulled upwards and backwards by 
the styloglossus aided agonistic ally by the palatoglossus. The backwards and 
downwards movement of the tongue mass is achieved by the activity of the 
hyoglossus and is probably mainly responsible for decreasing the cross-sectional 
area of the pharyngeal cavity (cf. Lindblom and Sundberg, 1969, pp. 17-18; 
Cunningham, vol. 3,1961, pp. 316-317). 

Various data from the literature suggest that pharyngeal activities take place 
during the process of speech production. For instance, Minifie (1970), quoted in 
Gauffin and Sundberg (1978), showed that the constrictor muscles contract during 
vowels. Moreover, Kelsey et.al. (1969) presented data to demonstrate that coarticu
lation effects are present in the pharynx during speech and that the lateral pharyngeal 
wall shows more displacement during the low vowel lrel than during the high vowel 
Ii!. 
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It has been claimed, however, that the reduction in the pharyngeal cavity size 
during the production of emphatic (Ali and Daniloff, 1972) and plain pharyngeal 
(Ghazeli, 1977) segments is almost entirely a function of tongue movement and not 
of pharyngeal wall displacement. This question is awaiting further extensive 
studies, e.g. electromyographic and tomographic measurements, before any con
clusion can be made concerning the mechanism underlying the dynamics of the 
pharyngeal walls. 

2.4 Hypothesis 

Since the constrictor muscles originate in the pharynx, the hyoid bone and the lower 
jaw, it can be assumed that the mandible movement is co-ordinated with the 
muscular activities causing constriction in the pharynx as well as the movement of 
the tongue. If this assumption is valid, then the nature of this co-ordination may be 
that the mandible will be assigned certain positions relevant to the constriction 
locations which occur in the pharyngeal cavities (i.e. lower and upper pharynx), 
since the jaw displacement - when keeping the tongue contour invariant with 
respect to the jaw - is inversely proportional to the pharyngeal cavity size 
(Lindblom and Sundberg, 1971). 

It can also be hypothesized that the movement of the mandible may play a role 
in the adjustment of various constriction locations in the pharynx, since the degree 
of the constriction of the pharynx is dependent on the degree of the jaw opening 
(ibid.). 

It was argued (Ohman, 1966) that the presence of a secondary feature of 
articulation may block the coarticulatory effects in a VCV sequence. The movement 
pattern of the mandible is expected to be altered when imposing the secondary 
feature of emphasis on a plain word, i.e. a word not containing an emphatic segment. 
For instance, the word /srea:SJ is expected to have different values of mandibular 
displacement than the pharyngealized cognate /soo)/ because the secondary feature 
will cause the tongue to have a different shape (i.e. depressed and retracted), and 
because the tongue, being carried by the jaw, will move in the same direction as the 
jaw (Lindblom and Sundberg, 1972). The extent of the mandibular coarticulation 
will be revealed by observing the perturbation effect on the movement pattern of 
the jaw caused by the secondary feature. 

In the experiment reported here the validity of the above mentioned assumptions 
was examined by introducing the plain pharyngeal segment in an emphatic context, 
presuming that the domain of the emphasis is the whole word (i.e. both anticipatory 
and carryover coarticulation) and that the plain pharyngeal segment (e.g. /)/ and /hI) 
may occur in pharyngealized (emphatic) environment in the cognate word. The 
effect induced on the whole word due to the presence of the emphatic consonant 
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will be reflected in terms of the movement pattern of the lips, the tongue and the 
Jaw. 

The above-mentioned assumptions seem to be well motivated when taking into 
account that the presumed activities of the pharynx should be co-ordinated with the 
movement of any other movable articulator in the rest of the vocal tract (as the lips 
and the tongue with the velum, etc.), in order to maintain the total control over the 
temporal organization of the syllable or a sequence of syllables. In the present 
investigation the dynamics of the mandible and the lips were observed and the 
duration of the constituent segments of the test words were compared. 

3 Experimental procedures 

3.1. Speech material 

The words used in this experiment (see Table 1 below) were Egyptian Arabic 
minimal pairs (or pseudo-minimal pairs in some cases) of the forms 
ICV.C2V2V2.CV./ C2 is a pharyngeal or a laryngeal segment. The long vowel is 
stressed in all sample words. ICIVIVIC21 words were also included to compare 
the movement patterns when the pharyngeal segment occurs initially of finally in 
the word (when C1 is pharyngeal C2 is oral and the vice versa). 

The speech material also included an emphatic congnate for each word of both 
forms in order to observe the effect of the secondary feature (i.e. emphasis) on the 
movement pattern. 

The dental stop was included to represent oral articulation as reference to those 
consonants produced in more posterior region (i.e. pharyngeals). The reason for 
choosing natural words instead of the nonsense words in this experiment is that it 
is very difficult to produce correct pharyngeal segments when they are more than 
one occur in the same word, e.g. j<i'ilili/ (the stress on the second syllable); besides 
it will violate the temporal pattern by not reflecting the articulatory gesture meant 
to be investigated. It is of interest that two pharyngeal consonants are very rare in 
the same root of a word in Arabic. 

3.2 Procedures 

The aim of the present experiment was to obtain data on three movement compo
nents, vis. the mandible component (1); the upper lip component (UL) and the lower 
lip component (LL). The measuring system used in the present experiment gives 
the movement of each articulator in a two-dimensional tracing, i.e. X-dimension 
for horizontal movement and Y-dimension for vertical movement. This measuring 
system (Branderud, 1985) has two transmitter coils, one for the X-dimension, and 
the other for the Y -dimension. They are connected to a transmitter module, which 
contains two crystal-controlled frequency synthesizers which generate two sine 
waves with considerable frequency and amplitude stability. The distance from the 
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rest position due to the movement of each articulator away from the transmitter coil 
is received via a coil attached to a fixed point of that articulatior. Each coil is 
connected to a low noise pre-amplifier which is also connected to a recei ver module. 
The transmitter and the receiver coils are all fixed to a head holder in a way that the 
movement of the subject's head does not effect the efficiency of the system. 

The output of a movement is a voltage directly proportional to the distance 
between the receiver and the transmitter coils. Three receiver coils were attached 
to the lips and the mandible of each subject who were three male speakers of 
Egyptian Arabic. The first coil was attached to the upper lip near the vermilion 
border and the second coil to a corresponding point on the lower lip. The third coil 
was attached to the mandible just under the lower incisors (see Figure 1). 

The sample words were written in Arabic orthography on 10x6 cm. cards. Each 
word was embedded in the carrier sentence "nata? __ ?el?awwal" ('he uttered 
__ first'). The cards were randomised and numbered according to their random 

Table I. Test-words used in the present experiment. The plain and emphatic (in italic) 
environments and their gloss are shown in three vowel-contexts i.e. Ii, re, u/. 

iiI lrel luI 

timdi "you (f.) repeat" tre'irerelre "you(m.)come here" su'iuudi "Saudi person" 

sifiidi "upper egyptian" tafaama "tastyness" sufuudi "my inclination" 

til!iidi "you (f.) deviate" srel!rere bre "cloud" sul!uuri "my early breakfast" 

til!.iidi "you(f.) menstruate" sallaafa "press" sulluuni "my plates" 

liyiibi "you (f.) be absent" tre yrere bre "to act fool" tuyuuru "you (pl.) disappear" 

tiyiizi "you (C.) annoy tayaada "be ignored" tuyuusu "you (pl.)dive" 

tiXiibi "you (f.) fail" trexrerenre "thickness" tuxuunu "you (pl.)belray bim" 

rixiisa "cbeap" daxaama "bugeness" tuxuudu "you(pl.)go througb" 

tibiini "you (f.) insult" trebrereni "greetings" zubuuru 'bis flowers" 

tihiisi "you (f.) be noisy" tahaaro "cleanliness" zuhuuru "bis appearance" 

ti7iidi "you (f.) lit" tre7rerewi tlseeds" tu7uulu "you (pl.)say" 

bi7issa "in a story" ta7aato "bis energies" tu7uusu "bis rituals" 

bidiini "in my religion" bredrerelo "instead of bim" ruduudu "his replies" 

tidiifo "you add" fadaa70 "bis space" ruduudu "his bruises" 
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order. The subject was seated on a dental chair facing a microphone 25 centimetres 
in front of his mouth in a sound-proof room. He was instructed to read the content 
of each card successively at a moderate speed, trying to maintain the same pause 

Microphone Transducer 

00 Amplifier 

Tape-recorder 

Computer 

Figure 1. Sechematic diagram showing the set up used in the present experiment. 
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between each utterance. Six repetitions of each set of words were recorded on an 
FM-tape using an AMPEX 16-track-tape-recorder. 

Seven tracks were used to record the following outputs: 1) Audio signal. 2) 

X-dimension for the movement of the mandible (JX). 3) Y-dimension for the 
movement of the mandible (JY). 4) X -dimension for the movement of the lower lip 
(LLX). 5) Y -dimension for the movement of the lower lip (LL Y). 6) X -dimension 
for the movement of the upper lip (ULX). 7) Y -dimension for the movement of the 
upper lip (ULY). The synchronized seven outputs were written out on two ink
writers (SIEMENS 34T Mingograph) with a paper speed of 100 mm/second. A 
zero-line for each recorded signal was determined with reference to the "clench" 
position of the teeth. A calibration tone was introduced in the beginning of each set 
in order to measure the amplitude of each segment received from the coils. 

3.3 The audio signal treatment 

The same audio signal was simultaneously passed through a second separate 
channel and then recorded on another tape-recorder (Revox PR 99). The signal t 
was hen fed through an intensity meter and a pitch meter. The outputs were recorded 
on a four-channel mingograph (also SIEMENS 34 T) in order to obtain the following 
representations: 1) Duplex oscillogram, 2) A High-Fidelity linear intensity curve 
with 6 milliseconds integration time, 3) A logarithmic intensity curve, sharply 
high-pass-filtered at 510 Hz, with 3 milliseconds integration time. 4- A pitch curve. 

The paper speed of the mingo graph was 100 mrnIsecond. In order to facilitate 
separating the test words from the carrier sentence and in order to be able to 
determine the duration of each segment in the test words. Spectrograms also were 
made for every test word using a KAY - 7800 digital sona-graph. These spectro
grams were used to measure the duration of each pharyngeal segment and the 
following vowel of the test words and to compare formant transition with the 
corresponding movements of the articulators. 

4 Results 
The tracings for each articulatory movement output for both X- and Y -dimensions 
were superimposed on each other (six repetitions for each utterance and per subject, 
including the carrier sentence). The label for each dimension (from top to bottom) 
are JX, JY, LLX, LLY, ULX representing the mandible, lower lip and the upper lip 
respectively (Appendix A). The Y-dimension of the upper lip was not shown since 
it did not show any significant movement. The labio-muscular component of lip 
separation was attained by subtracting the Y -dimension of the upper lip from that 
of the lower lip (cf. Lindblom 1964). Each six tracings representing the same test 
word were aligned according to the onset of the pharyngeal consonant so that the 
point at which T (time) = 0 is the beginning of the syllable containing that 
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pharyngeal consonant. Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 represent the tracings corresponding 
to the extracted test words, two words in each frame (i.e. plain and its emphatic 
cognate). Figures 8 and 9 represent the words with the low vowel lrel while Figures 

10 and 11 represent those with the high-front vowel Iii. Solid curves indicate the 

emphatic context, and dashed curves indicate its non-emphatic counterpart. The 
interpretation of each component is discussed below. 

4.1 law components (lX, lY) 

The X-dimension of the jaw component shows the movement direction of the 
mandible around the mandibular condyle with reference to the "clench" position. 
The (+) sign indicates the horizontal outward movement of the lower jaw while the 
(-) sign indicates the horizontal inward movement of the lower jaw (Figures 8-11). 

The Y -dimension of the jaw is given in positive values as the distance between the 

upper and the lower jaws increases. 
The data obtained from the present experiment showed that the mandible is 

consistently in a lower position (i.e. greater displacement) during the production of 
the plain segments than that during their emphatic cognates for all the pharyngeals 

/'l,fi,y,x/ and laryngeal n , hi consonants, as well as for the dental-oral consonant 
Id/. Assuming that the emphatic segment requires lower tongue position (cf. Ali et. 
al. ,1970) and based on the findings of the present study mentioned above, it can 

be concluded that the movement of the mandible does not necessarily have to follow 

the movement of the tongue in the same direction, i.e. that the tongue movement 
can be antagonistic to the movement of the mandible, at least as far as the production 
of pharyngeal segments is concerned. 

Moreover, the present findings showed that the distance between the upper and 
lower jaw varies as a function of the point of constriction in the pharynx. The 

distance which the mandible has to move in order to reach its target position for 
various pharyngeal constrictions is determined according to the place of that 
constriction in the upper and lower pharynx, that is, a pharyngeal consonant when 
followed by a vowel lrel for instance, will have a mandibular displacement which 

varies as a function of the place of constriction as in the following order: 6. h y X d/ 
(Figure 2). 

The same observation holds true for the same consonants when they are in the 
emphatic environment, i.e. in the vicinity of the low vowel 10/, except that the range 

of the movement was found to be shifted upward, i.e. less degree of jaw opening. 

When the pharyngeal segment is followed by high-front vowel /ii, there is a 
tendency for the order to be reversed, i.e. Id y X h fJ.I (Fig. 2). In spite of the fact that 
the present data showed different mandibular positions for different vowel heights 
i.e., the mandible position during lrel is lower than that during Ii! and lui; and during 
the emphatic 101 than that during the emphatics Ii! and lui (Fig. 3). It is interesting, 
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however, to note that the position the mandible assumed during lal is higher than 
that for lrel when preceded by a pharyngealized consonant. Naturally lal requires 
lower mandible position than that which is required for lrel, and lower for Iii than 
for Iii, ecf. Lindblom and Sundberg, 1971, and Wood, 1979, for data on Egyptian 

Arabic vowels). The explanation of the present finding will be dealt with in the 

discussion below. 
Figure 3 shows the tracing of the mandible movement during the production of 

pharyngeal segments in both initial and final positions. It can be seen that the 

mandible remains at fixed level of displacement during the initial pharyngeal 
segment before it moves downward to a lower position for the following vowel. If 
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Figure 2. Jaw displacement (averaged across subjects) for various articulation as a 
function of constriction location in the vocal tract. Vowel iii context indicated by circle and 
vowel lrel context by a triangle. The solid line represents the plain environment while the 
dashed line represents the emphatic environment. 
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the vowel rather than the pharyngeal consonant which were assigned the mandibular 
position, the jaw would move directly towards the vowel position (which is lower 
than that of the consonant) and remain there during both the initial pharyngeal 

segment and the following vowel, but this is not the case here. In fact, the jaw moved 

further downwards only after it completed the gesture for the consonant. When the 
pharyngeal segment occurs finally in a word, the jaw has to move downwards from 
the position of the vowel to the assigned position required for the following 
pharyngeal segment. This can be taken as an additional evidence to show that the 
overlapping in the movement patterns of the jaw is mainly influenced by the 

pharyngeal consonant and not by the vowel (cf. Fig. 4). 
Moreover, the displacement of the mandible is greater when the pharyngeal 

segment occurs in initial or final position than when it occurs in the medial position 

(Figure 5), which indicate that the jaw needs to reach its target position in shorter 

time when the pharyngeal segment occurs between two vowels than when it occurs 

initially or finally so that the articulatory gesture can be fully executed, since moving 
directly toward the target position for the vowel will effect the size of the constric
tion in the pharynx as mentioned earlier. The test words used in the present 
experiment were either mono-syllabic or tri-syllabic. Certainly the tri-syllabic 

words are longer in duration than the mono-syllabic words. The present data shows 
that the amount of jaw displacement is correlated not only with the constriction 
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Figure 3. Tracing of the lower jaw movements during the production of the pharyngeal 
consonant /'1/ in various vowel context, i. e. Ii, re, u/ in two environments: plain (left graph) 
and emphatic (right graph). The zero point indicates the onset of the consonant /'1/. 
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Figure 4. Jaw X and Y components for the movement of the mandible during the production 
of the pharyngeal consonant I'll occurs initially and finally in a word. The top graphs 
represent the plain environment and the bottom graphs represent the emphatic environ
ment. The arrows indicate the direction of the movement relative to the clench position. 
The audio signal (uppermost) is that for the carrier sentence as well as the test word. 
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location in the pharynx but also with the position of the pharyngeal segment and 
the number of syllables in the word. It can be suggested, then, that the mandible 
acts in a predictable way while controlling the temporal organization of a syllable 

which contain a pharyngeal segment. 

4.2 Spectrographic analysis 

The spectrographic analysis of the extracted test words of the present experiment 
showed that the transition of the second formant from the pharyngeal segment to 
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Figure 5. Jaw displacement during the production of the pharyngeal consonant fil in two 
different vowel contexts, Iii (circle) and lrel (triangle), occurs in three different positions, i.e. 
initially, medially and finally in a word. The plain environment is indicated in solid-line and 
the emphatic environment in dashed-line. 
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the following vowel in the plain environment takes a longer time in order to reach 
the steady state of that vowel compared to that of the emphatic cognate (cf. Figure 
6). This may be justified by the greater displacement observed for the jaw in the 

case of plain segments compared to the emphatic ones. 
The duration of each segment of the test words was measured (Table II) in order 

to find out if there will be any compensatory effect due to the shift of the jaw 
displacement caused by the feature of emphasis. Figures 7 and 8 show the duration 
of both consonants and vowels in the three vocalic contexts i.e. Ii, re, u/. The results 

show that the pharyngealized segments are significantly shorter in duration (p 0.01) 
than their plain counterparts with the exception of the I h I when followed by a back 
vowels (analysis of variance and t-test were performed to test for differences 
between speakers population. Vowels are longer after the pharyngealized segments 

which indicate the tendency of having compensatory effect which also was signi

ficant (t-test, p 0.01). The mean and standard deviation for each segment duration 
for all subjects are given in Table II. 

4.3 Summary of the results 

The main findings obtained from the present experiment are summarized in the 

following points: 
1. The mandible position during the production of pharyngealized segments is 

higher than that during the plain (non-pharyngealized) segments, i.e. it manifests 

less degree of displacement relative to the rest position. 

2. The distance between the upper jaw and the mandible varies as a function of 
the location of the constriction which occurs in the upper and lower portions of the 
pharyngeal cavity, in other words, the more inferior the constriction location, the 
lower the mandible. 

3. The movement of the mandible at the onset of a pharyngeal or pharyngealized 

segment exhibits a "mandibular coarticulation", i.e. the target position that the 
mandible has to reach during the articulation of a pharyngeal or pharyngealized 
segment is "locked" and it is maintained even during the following vowel. The 
degree and nature of this coarticulation seems to be correlated with the type of 

syllabic structure. Compare for example, the final lrel in Itre�rerelrel vs. It�aamal 
and Isrehrerebrel vs. Isatiaafal in Figure 9. That is, the target position that the 
mandible has to reach for the vowel lrel in oral (i.e. non-pharyngeal) environment 
is normally lower than that when preceded by a pharyngeal consonant. 

4. Compensatory effect between segment duration was observed parallel to the 

shift of jaw displacement. The greater the displacement of the jaw, the longer the 
dutation of the pharyngeal segment and the vice versa. 
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Figure 6. Spectrograms for test words in the Ii, rei vowel context. 
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4.4 General discussion and interpretation of the data 

Based on the above-mentioned points summarizing the results of the present study, 

the role that the mandible plays in the control of the pharyngeal articulation can be 

Table II. The duration of voarious pharyngeal segments in the vicinity of Ii, re, u I vowel 
context. The mean and standard diviation were calculated across three speakers. 

SEG. Sp.1-3 Sp.1-3 Sp.1-3 Sp.1-3 Sp.1-3 Sp.1-3 9...M MEAN STDEV. 
� 62 70 60 70 66 66 394 65.67 3,73 
I 154 144 140 152 140 150 880 146,67 5,62 

r 56 62 52 58 60 62 350 58,33 3,54 
I 156 158 146 158 150 158 926 154,33 4,68 
� 106 100 90 96 87 90 569 94,83 6,59 

81! 166 168 162 158 154 162 970 161,67 4,68 
r 90 96 90 96 86 96 554 92,33 3,90 
a 188 184 170 182 184 180 1088 181,33 5,62 
� 72 68 70 74 68 74 426 71,00 2,52 
u 150 156 148 156 148 1'48 906 151,00 3,61 
r 64 64 56 60 58 62 364 60,67 2,98 
u 166 158 160 166 154 164 968 161,33 4,42 

SEG. 9...M MEAN STDEV 
d 36 68 70 68 66 70 378 63,00 12,15 
I 164 166 150 150 150 160 940 63,00 6,90 

d 58 58 63 64 64 62 369 156,67 2,57 
I 144 144 130 144 150 146 858 61,50 6,19 
d 66 68 60 66 50 60 370 143,00 6,05 
81! 170 166 170 166 158 160 990 61,67 4,58 
d 60 56 60 60 54 54 344 165,00 2,75 
a 170 166 170 160 166 164 996 57,33 3,46 
d 62 68 64 68 60 64 386 166,00 2,92 
u 166 174 160 164 156 160 980 64,33 5,73 
d 60 56 60 60 54 58 348 163,33 2,31 
u 150 156 140 144 146 144 880 58,00 5,12 

SEG. Sum MEAN STDEV. 
II 116 122 124 114 122 118 716 119,33 3,59 
i 136 140 130 140 140 138 824 137,33 3,59 

If 108 106 108 96 96 108 622 103,67 5,47 
i 172 160 160 156 158 160 966 161,00 5,13 
II 100 100 104 100 106 96 606 101,00 3,21 

ae 148 150 144 150 134 150 876 146,00 5,77 
If 110 110 118 108 104 102 652 108,67 5,12 
a 120 132 118 130 118 124 742 123,67 5,59 
II 90 100 100 96 88 94 568 94,67 4,57 
u 166 168 170 180 170 164 1018 169,67 5,09 
If 102 100 100 98 104 92 596 99,33 4,13 
u 138 144 150 148 140 136 856 142,67 5,12 
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Figures 7 (top) and 8 (bottom). The duration in milliseconds for various consonants ICJ., h, 
dI preceding the vowels Ii, re, u/ in the test words (Fig. 7). The duration in milliseconds for 
various vowels following the consonants ICJ., h, dl in the test words (Fig. 8). The plain 
environment is indicated by the solid-line and the emphatic environment is indicated by the 
dashed-line. 
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realized. The movement of the mandible observed during the pharyngeal articula
tion is "locked" as soon as the mandible reaches its target position for a pharyngeal 

segment. For example, in a sequence like li.re/, the mandible did not proceed further 

towards its "natural" target position for lrel even after completing the articulatory 
gesture for III (Figure 9). As the tongue blade is free to start moving towards lrel 
position (it is possible to produce an intelligible /ll or /hI while the tongue is pulled 

out of the mouth which means that it is only the root of the tongue, in the best case, 

which can be expected to be aiding in creating the constriction in the lower pharynx), 
the gradual release of the constriction at the pharynx will require that the mandible 
has to move upwards antagonistically with the tongue which has to move down
wards i.e. from the level of the secondary constriction in the oral cavity for III to 

the natural position of the vowel lre/. Accordingly, it can be considered as if III is 
assigned a certain tongue position relative to the mandible. That may explain why 
the mandible position for lrel after the pharyngeal consonant is not as low as when 
it is preceded by a non-pharyngeal consonant, e.g. Id/. 

In the sequence Ilo I, the added feature (i.e. emphasis) will induce coarticulatory 
effects on the whole sequence. That is, III will be assigned different mandible-po
sition (when articulating the emphatic /ll the constriction in the lower pharynx is 
felt to be more inferior than in III and the lips are slightly rounded). As the 
constriction location for the emphatic III moves further down in the pharynx than 

for the plain Ill, the size of the cavity will be adjusted by the mandible, in this case 
the mandible will move upwards, to help regulate the degree of constriction required 
for the segment to be perceptually completed. That might explain why a pharyn
gealized sequence is attributed a lower degree of jaw opening than non-pharyn
gealized ones. 

In the case of the high-vowel Iii, take the sequence /lil for instance, the tongue 
moves upwards from its target position assigned for the III segment to reach its 
target position for /i/o The gradual release of the stricture at the pharynx is controlled 
by the tongue or probably by some other articulators (cf. Fig. 10). During the 

emphatic Ill, the degree of the cavity size in the lower pharynx will be adjusted by 
the upwards movement of the mandible which at that moment is antagonistic with 
the movement of the tongue downwards and backwards due to the effect induced 
by the feature of emphasis on the following vowel, i.e. Ii!. It seems that it is the 
consonant not the vowel which determine how the mandible coarticulates during a 

sequence of different segments. 
Regarding (lui vS. nul the difference between the position of the mandible in 

the two cases, i.e. the emphatic and non-emphatic was found to be insignificant. 
For more superiorly located pharyngeals, i.e. I y , X I, the tongue moves first 

horizontally to approach the posterior pharyngeal wall then upward towards the 
uvula. This circular motion of the tongue was observed also in some other lan-
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guages, e.g. French (cf. Delattre, 1971). The position assigned to the mandible 
needed for the initiation of /y, xJ will be determined according to the first move of 
the tongue, i.e. horizontally, before it starts to meet the uvula. Therefore the position 
assigned for the mandible during /y, xJ (Figures 11 and 12) is higher than that 

assigned for more posterior pharyngeal locations, i.e. {i, hi. That leads to the 
conclusion that the displacement of the mandible is directly proportional to the 
constriction location which occurs along various regions in the pharyngeal cavity. 
In other words, the lower the constriction location, the greater the displacement of 

the mandible away from the clench position. 

For the laryngeals n, hi, it is probably that the hyoid bone also is involved in 
the adjustment needed for the mandible during the production of these consonants 
since they involve the larynx in their production. However, no conclusion can be 

made without further investigation concerning the exact mechanism underlying the 
activities in the back cavity of the vocal tract during speech. It is worth mentioning 
that two pharyngeal consonants do not co-occur in the same root of an Arabic word. 

5 Concluding remarks 
The mandible has been shown, in the present investigation, to play a significant role 

in controlling the constriction in the upper and lower pharynx during the production 

of speech segments articulated in the back cavity of the vocal tract. The jaw is 
assigned a specific position depending on the location of the constriction in the 

pharynx. This position varies as a function of the vocalic pattern, syllabic structure 
and the presence of a secondary place of articulation (emphasis) superimposed on 
the primary place of articulation of a pharyngeal segment. The mandibular activities 
during the production of pharyngeal segment has been shown to be predictable in 

terms of the amount of displacement which is influenced by the position of the 
pharyngeal segment in the word. In the light of the present findings, it can be 
suggested that the jaw as an articulatory parameter can be implemented in the 
phonological system of Egyptian Arabic at least as far as the production of 

pharyngeal and pharyngealized segments is concerned. 
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Young infants prefer 
high/low vowel contrasts 1 

Francisco Lacerda 

Abstract 
Young infants were tested in their ability to perceive differences between 
vowel sounds occurring in /bV/ syl/ables. The infants were tested using the 
High-Amplitude Sucking technique. The results indicated that while the 
infants could discriminate a contrast in vowel hight, no discrimination was 
observed for a comparable contrast along the front/back dimension. It is 
suggested that the perceptual salience of the high/low vowel contrasts may 
be enhanced by the intensity differences associated with variations in the 
vowels' F1. 

1. Introduction 
In a recent study of young infants' discrimination of speech sounds, Lacerda (1992) 
found no evidence that infants could discriminate between two synthetic /b V / 
utterances that created a centrallback low vowel contrast. The contrast, conveyed 
by a 1.8 Bark shift in F2, was however easily discriminated by adult native speakers 
of Swedish. Furthennore, the adult subjects consistently classified one of the vowels 
in the /bV/ utterances as a low back vowel (as in the Swedish word kap) and the 
other as an low front vowel (as in kapp). 

Failure to observe discrimination of this F2 contrast is surprising in view of 
results obtained by Jusczyk, Bertoncini, Bijeljac-Babic, Kennedy and Mehler's 
(1990). In fact, their study showed that 2-month-old infants discriminated a /bV/ 
contrast of about the same magnitude (1.6 Bark) that was conveyed by Fl. Together, 
Jusczyk et a1. 's (1990) and Lacerda's (1992) results seem to suggest some sort of 
perceptual dominance for FI contrasts, as compared to F2, during the early stages 
of speech perception. However, because there are appreciable procedural dif
ferences between Jusczyk et al. 's (1990) and Lacerda's experiments, the apparent 

FI dominance may arise from those differences. Thus, to provide the necessary 
direct test of the FI perceptual dominance hypothesis, Lacerda's fonner experi
ments were extended with discrimination tests that included a new pair of stimuli 
contrasting in tenns of Fl. 

1) Also in Chalmers Technical Report 10, Gothenburg, Sweden: Chalmers University of 
Technology, Department of Information Theory, 1992. 
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2. Method 

2.1 Subjects 

A total of 99 nonnal infants, 52 males and 47 females, whose ages were between 
11 and 193 days at the date of the experiments, were scheduled for 217 experimental 
sessions. All these subjects were brought up in families where both parents were 
native speakers of Swedish. Out of the initial 99 subjects, 59 (31  males and 28 
females) met the selection criteria in 84 of the sessions (39%). The other sessions 
were excluded from further analysis on the following basis: failure to reach the 
habituation criterion within 600 s or interruption prior to shift (26%), fussiness 
(12%), refusal to participate (8%), sleepness (4%), bowl movements (4%) or 
miscellaneous (vomit, less than 10 sucks during the last pre-shift minute, parental 
activity) (5%). In addition, 2% of the sessions had to be rejected because of 
experimental errors. The age range for the 59 selected subjects extended from 23 
to 193 days. The average age was 99.3 days, the median 98.5 days and the standard 
deviation 3 1.1 days. 

2.2 Procedure 

A habituationldeshabituation paradigm, implemented by the High-Amplitude Suc
king (HAS) technique (Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk and Vogorito, 1971), was used 
to assess the infants' discrimination of speech-like sounds. In this study, the 
dependent variable was the difference between the number of high-amplitude sucks 
during the fIrst post-shift minute and the number of high-amplitude sucks during 
the last pre-shift minute. 

The subjects sat in an infant car chair (AKT A/ROMER) and faced a brightly lit 
doll, mounted on a panel about 40 cm in front of the subject. The experiment room 
was dimly lit by an indirect light source installed behind the subject. A loudspeaker 
and a light sensitive video camera were mounted just above the doll. One of the 
subject's parents sat also in the experiment room, out of the infant's visual fIeld and 
listened to loud masking music during the whole session. The parent's function was 
both to assist holding the pacifIer and to comfort the infant, if necessary, by laying 
a hand on its stomach. The parent was instructed not to talk or try to stimulate the 
infant during the experiment. An experimenter outside the booth monitored audio
visually both the infant and its parent throughout the session. The experimenter also 
registered changes in the infant's global state during the session. These state reports 
were subsequently used as one of the selection criteria to include the subject's data 
in the final analysis. 

2.3 Stimuli 

The target stimuli were 100 ms CV-syllables with a common initial consonant, /bl, 
and three different vowels a back-low vowel, a back-middle vowel and a central-
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low vowel. The onset fonnant values at the CV boundary were FI=200 Hz, 
F2= 1 067 Hz, F3=2467 Hz and F4=3200 Hz. The vowels had the following target 
fonnant values, in Hz: 

VO 
VI 
V2 

FI 
733 
503 
733 

F2 
1067 
1067 
1467 

F3 
2467 
2467 
2467 

F4 
3200 
3200 
3200 

The three CV syllables were presented in two pairs. In one of the pairs the contrast 
was conveyed by a shift in FI, while in the other, by a shift in F2. The magnitude 
of the shift, expressed in Bark, is the same (1.8 Bark, err 0.2 Bark) in both cases. 

A "no-change" control pair was also included to provide a reference, against 
which statistical significance of the post-shift increments might be tested. Under 
the control condition the infants listened to an /ae/ vowel throughout the session. 
The fonnant frequencies of this vowel were FI=565 Hz, F2=1744 Hz, F3=2467 Hz 
and F4=3200 Hz and the duration was 200 ms. 

3. Results 

3.1 Age distribution 

This report presents data that was pooled across the age variable. However, because 
there was a large age span, an analysis of variance was carried out to check if the 
ages of the subjects in each of the experimental conditions were significantly 
different from condition to condition (contrast along FI, contrast along F2 and 
control condition). No significant differences in age were found across conditions. 
Also the analysis of variance of the ages of male and female subjects failed to reveal 
any significant differences. 

3.2 Discrimination results 

The post-shift sucking recovery under the FI and F2 contrast conditions were 
compared with the control condition using a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of 
variance. While the results indicated a non-significant difference between the F2 
contrast and the control condition (p < 0.289), a very significant difference 
(p < 0.(06) was observed for the comparison between the FI contrast and the control 
condition. 

4. Discussion 
The present results indicate that pre-linguistic infants perceive more easily vowel 
contrasts in the high/low dimension than corresponding vowel contrasts along the 
front/back dimension. However, it is not clear why infants display this pattern of 
results. A possible reason is that, for oral vowels, changes in FI produce larger 
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overall intensity changes than those ofF2, although vowel hight (PI) obviously is 
not the only detenmnant of intensity variations in ecologically relevant speech 
communication situations. On the contrary, intensity is certainly one of the variables 
that competent listeners disregard or compensate for (Ladefoged, 1967). Neverthe
less, because these perception experiments were run under controlled acoustic 
conditions, the young infants may be using intensity as an additional acoustic cue 
that enhances high/low vowel contrasts. Thus, if the infants were merely signaling 
acoustic differences between the stimuli, contrasts involving FI might have been 
enhanced by the intensity differences but a direct answer to this question cannot be 
obtained with the present experiment design because no independent manipulation 
of the vowels' phonetic qualities and their intensity levels was made. However, 
taking into consideration results from other studies (e.g. Fernald and Kuhl, 1987; 
Kelmer Nelson, Hirsh-Pasek, Jusczyk and Wright Cassidy, 1989), there seems to 
be enough evidence indicating that infants, even in this age range, may be attending 
to the phonetic rather than to the mere acoustic properties of the stimuli. In fact, 
phonetic aspects seem to be so pertinent that already by six-months of age infant 
speech perception seems to have been influenced by the infant's ambient language 
(Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda, Stevens and Lindblom, 1992). 

5. Conclusion 
The present results indicate that in the early stages of infant speech perception vowel 
contrasts involving variation in tongue hight (PI) can be more salient than contrasts 
of the same size (in Bark) involving changes along the front/back dimension (F2). 
It is not clear that the perceptual advantage is created simply by the concurrent 
phonetic and intensity changes but it is possible that infants, during the early stages 
of exposure to the ambient language, learn to explore the systematic acoustic and 
phonetic changes that occurr in vowel hight contrasts. Intensity is a good candidate 
for gross classification of the acoustic stimuli that may be advantageous if there is 
only a limited number of choices to be made. 

Finally, considering both production (MacNeilage and Davis, 1990) and the 
present perception data, one is faced with an interesting agreement on the high/low 
dominance of vowel contrasts, a domince that also occurs in natural vowel systems. 
Clearly, the nature of the perceptual vowel asymmetry deserves to be further 
studied. 
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Young infants' discrimination 
of confusable speech signals 1 

1. Introduction 

Francisco Lacerda 

Some years ago infant speech perception studies seemed to suggest an "universal 
discrimination power" allowing infants to handle most of the sound contrasts used 
both in their ambient languages and even in foreign languages, as well (c.f. J usczyk, 
1985a, Studdert-Kennedy, 1986). Given that the infant's ambient language will only 
use a subset of the universal sound contrasts, the infant, in order to evolve towards 
adult speech perception, must learn to focus on those meaningful contrasts while 
ignoring acoustic differences that are non-functional in its mother-tongue. This has 
been in fact supported by a growing body of empirical data indicating that the 
infant's perceptual system tunes to the ambient language by the end of its fIrst year 
of life (e.g. Werker and Tees, 1984; Aslin, Pisoni, Hennessy and Perey, 198 1; Eilers, 
Gavin and Wilson, 1979) or even as early as by six months of age (Kuhl, Williams, 
Lacerda, Stevens and Lindblom, 1992). Besides, evidence has been found that 
infants can distinguish the phonotatic patterns of their native languages (Jusczyk, 
Friederici, Wessels and Svenkerud, 199 1, in preparation). Thus infants are able to 
attend selectivly to their mother-tongues and even focus on relevant contrast that 
may be signaled by mothereses (Fernald and Kuhl, 1987; Kelmer Nelson, Hirsh
Pasek, Jusczyk, and Wright Cassidy, 1989). 

This, along with the infant's ability to discriminate among spech-like sounds 
has often been interpreted as granting the infant a general proclivity for speech 
perception and even a competence similar to that of the adult. Generally, little notice 
has been given to the possibility that young infants and adults might be treating the 
speech signal in distinct ways but which nevertheless produce similar discrimina

tion results. In fact, because the goal has been to investigate the infants' discrimi
nation of speech sounds, the stimuli used in most studies have been realistic 
synthetic replicas of natural utterances, therefore usually contrasting in several 
acoustic cues (for instance burst, VOT, and formant transitions). Thus, while 
demonstrating that infants discriminate among various types of speech utterances 
(e.g. Bertoncini, Bijeljac-Babic, Blumstein and Mehler, 1987), these experiments 
cannot answer the more stringent issue of whether infants treat the stimuli as speech 
(in an adult sense) or rather evidence discrimination because they attend to general 

1) Also published in The auditory processing of speech: from sounds to words, M. E. 
Schouten (Ed.), Berlin: Mouton-de Gruyter, 1992, 229-238. 
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acoustic differences among the stimuli (Jusczyk, Pisoni, Walley and Murray, 1980; 
Jusczyk, Rosner, Reed and Kennedy, 1989). 

The present study attempted to tap the possible basis for infant discrimination 
of speech-like stimuli by directly equating infant and adult discrimination of sounds 
that contrast along single acoustic dimensions. The rationale was that contrasts 
along a single phonetic dimension, which suffice for adult categorical judgements 
and discrimination, may not be salient enough to enable discrimination by the young 
infant (Eilers, Morse, Gavin and Oller, 198 1; Jusczyk et al., 1989). Hence, if adults 
can perceive speech contrasts conveyed by single acoustic cues but infants cannot, 
that may indicate that infants will have to establish functional categories of speech 
sounds prior to being able to recognize isolated acoustic cues that constitute the 
natural contrasts. 

The focus of this study was therefore the infant's discrimination of complex 
speech-like stimuli which differed along a single acoustic cue. Specifically, it 
addressed the question of how discrimination based on a single formant distinction 
(F2) was affected when the acoustic cue was presented both as a time-varying 
formant transition and as a shift in a static formant. In addition, the study was 
designed to assess possible ontogenetic changes in the infant's discrimination of 
this type of stimuli and to compare infant and adult performance for the same 
stimuli. 

2. Method 

2.1 Stimuli 

Pairs of stimuli were generated by introducing a fIxed F2 difference between the 
stimuli in each of the pairs. Across pairs, the F2 shift was applied to either a static 
F2 formant (producing a contrast between two vowels) or to the onset (or offset) of 
F2 formant transitions (producing a C V  (or VC) contrast). Thus, while keeping, in 
a sense, a constant acoustic difference, the dynamic characteristics of its occurrence 
were systematically varied.

2 

Two additional pairs of vowels were created a [ae]/ [ae] pair and a [i]/ [u] to 
assess the limits of the infant discrimination performance. The fIrst one was a 
control pair providing a reference for the statistical analysis. The second reassures 
that infants display the expected behavior when the contrast is large enough. 

The stimuli were generated on-line by a hardware serial speech synthesizer 
(VOX-PC, research version, INFOVOX) and included neither bursts nor aspiration 

2) Because these synthetic stimuli will be labled by adult listerns, they are referred to by 
codes until the adult labels are known. 
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noises. The stimuli in each pair were loudness equalized by referencing to a schwa 
vowel. The level of this reference vowel was 65 dB(A) at the subject's location. 

2.1.1 Vowel stimuli 

The formant frequencies and durations of the vowel stimuli are shown in table 1. 

2.12 CV and VC stimuli 

The C V  syllables were obtained by introduction of formant transitions through 

adequate control of the temporal evolution of Fl and F2. The transitions were 50 ms 

long (for 90% sweep) exponential trajectories in the frequency vs time domain. The 

total duration of these stimuli was 100 ms. Their maximum slopes were at C V  or 

VC boundaries and the minimum was at the target vowels. 

Table 1. F1, F2, F3, F4 expressed in Hz. DR expressed in ms. 

Vowel F1 F2 F3 F4 DR 

[i) 282 2262 3108 3489 200 

[u] 308 634 2397 3489 200 

[�] 565 1744 2467 3200 200 

V4_4 733 1099 2467 3200 80 

V4 6 733 1467 2467 3200 80 

Table 2. Formant frequencies expressed in Hz. Durations in ms. 

Stimulus F1i F2i F3i F4i F1f F2f F3f F4f DR 

(cv444) 200 1067 2467 3200 733 1067 2467 3200 100 

(cv464) 200 1467 2467 3200 733 1067 2467 3200 100 

(cv446) 200 1067 2467 3200 733 1467 2467 3200 100 

(vc444) 733 1067 2467 3200 200 1067 2467 3200 100 

(vc464) 733 1067 2467 3200 200 1467 2467 3200 100 
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The initial and final fonnant frequencies for the CV -stimuli and VC-stimuli are 
specified in table 2 and illustrated in figure 1 for the CV -stimuli. F3 and F4 have no 
fonnant transitions (F3=2467Hz and F4=3200Hz). Note that the stimuli differ only 
in F2, matching the F2S ofV4_ 4 and V4_6 (table 1). 

2.2 Subjects 

2.2.1 Adults 

A labeling test was carned out with a reference group of eight adult nonnal hearing 
native Swedes. Four other adult subjects participated in a discrimination test. 

2.22 Infants 

The subjects for this experiment were recruited by advertising at the Barnavru-ds
centraler (BVC, Child Health Centers) in the Stockholm area. A total of 87 infants, 
whose age varied from 16 to 230 days on the day of their first visit, participated in 
the study. A pragmatic five-month-old limit was imposed due to the characteristics 
of the experimental procedure. 

2.3 Procedure 

2.3 .1 Adults 

2.3 .1 .1 Adult identification 

The stimuli were presented in random order, via headphones, and transcribed 
orthographically. The subjects used a computer keyboard to assign open-class labels 
to the stimuli. 

2.3.1.2 Adult discrimination 

The test was carned out under conditions that were assumed to similar to those 
experienced by the infant. However, instead of using a habituation task, the adult 
stimuli were presented in pairs that included both target and control stimuli. To 
divert the adult subjects' attention during the test, subjects were requested to play 
a labyrinth game (BRIO, No. 353 1O) while performing the task. Subjects were 
instructed to look up to the video camera when they heard a pair of different stimuli. 
An experimenter, outside the booth, monitored the video screen and registered the 
subject's responses. The pairs of stimuli were presented with a 2 seconds lSI and 
a total of 40 stimuli pairs (three repetitions per pair) were used. 
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2.32 Infants 

2.32.1 Environment 

The experiments were carried out in a dimly lit studio. The infants sat on a 
AKTAIROMER "Baby Safe" chair and faced a colorful and highlighted doll, 
intended to keep the infant's concentration during the test session. Above the doll 
a loudspeaker (JBL pro In) and a video camera (HITACHI, VMS83 E) were 
mounted. 

One parent sat in the studio with the infant to keep him calm and make sure that 
the pacifier was held in place. The parent listened to classic music

3 
presented 

through circumaural headphones and sat quietly on the infant's right side, slightly 
behind the infant's chair and outside the infant's visual field. If the infant became 
fussy, the experimenter instructed the parent to establish passive physical contact 
with the infant by laying a hand on the infant's stomach. This procedure usually 
calmed the infant but when it did not help the experiment was interrupted. 

2.322 The High-Amplitude Sucking procedure 

The experiments were carried out using a traditional habituationldeshabituation 
paradigm in an operant conditioning high-amplitude sucking (HAS) technique 
(Siqueland and DeLucia, 1969; Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk and Vigiorito, 197 1; 
Jusczyk, 1985b). The HAS procedure used in this study was completely im
plemented by a computer program and the stimuli generated on-line by a hardware 
speech synthesis board (pC-VOX, INFOVOX, Sweden). 

To make sure that the infants had sufficient opportunity to listen to the pre-shift 
stimuli, computations for the shift criterion were not started until a minimum of 20 
HAS/minute was achieved. The shift criterion was a 75% decrease of the HAS 
frequency during two consecutive minutes, relative to the previously observed 
maximum. The pre-shift sucking frequency was however restricted to a minimum 
of 10 HAS. Data from subjects whose sucking frequency was below this value was 
not taken into consideration. The dependent variable used in this study is the change 
in sucking frequency between the first post-shift minute and the last pre-shift 
minute. Most of the studies referred to here use instead a two-minutes interval since 
infants often take a while to initiate their post-shift response (Lacerda, 1992b). 

2.32.3 Experiment design 

The experiment was carried out in a repeated measures design, attempting to use 
each subject as his own control. To control for possible learning and developmental 
effects, the series of four experimental conditions were counterbalanced into 24 

3) Pop music is in fact a more effective continuously masking music since it does not have 
so large and frequent intensity contrasts as classic music. 
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Figure 2. Adult labeling. Each graph shows the actual labels attributed to a given stimulus. 
The long vowels that were indicated by two repeated vowels (ex. aa) were substituted by 
a single vowel followed by : (ex. a:). 
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different sequences (test programs), corresponding to all the permutations of the 
four pairs of target stimuli. The "no-change" control condition was inserted in the 
beginning, middle or end of each individual program. The [i]/[u] contrast was 
always tested in the fIrst session. To balance for possible effects of within pair 
presentation order, two infants were assigned to each of the programs. One of the 
infants was exposed to stimulus 1 during the pre-shift period and to stimulus 2 
during the post-shift period whereas the other listened to stimulus 2 during pre-shift 
and to stimulus 1 during the post-shift period. 

To run the 203 successful experiments reported here, it was necessary to carry 
out 328 experimental sessions ( 10% refused or cried, 1 1% fell asleep during the 
experiment, 10% did not wake up to begin the session, had bowel movements or 
vomited, 7% experimental errors) 

3. Results 

3.1 Adults: 

3.1.1 Identification test 

Adult labeling indicates that the subjects' judgements were mainly guided by vowel 
quality differences (fIg. 2). Note the confusion between the fbI and Idl judgements 
ocurring for cv444 and cv464 which differed in their F2 transitions. Henceforth the 
stimuli will be referred to by their most frequent adult labels, as shown in table 3. 

3.1.2 Discrimination tests 

The bars in figure 3 indicate the average number of "different" judgements for 
each of the stimuli pairs. The maximum average score for any pair was 3, indicating 
unanimous "different" judgedment. 

Table 3. 

v4_4-> [A] 

cv444 -> [bA] 

vc444 -> [Ab] 

v4 6->[a] 

cv464 -> fdA] 

vc464 -> [Ad] 
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3.2 Infants: 

3.2.1 Age ranges 

Table 4, below, displays the distribution of ages vs experimental conditions, on 
which the present results are based. 

3.2.2 Pairwise discrimination results 

The average sucking differences between the ftrst post-shift minute and the last 
pre-shift minute are displayed in ftgure 4. 

3.2.3 Effect design variables 

The major consequence of the exposure to repeated measures was a progressive 
reduction in the number of completed experiments. A constant factor of 0.77 
roughly accounts for the drop in the number of completed experiments between two 
consecutive sessions. The primary reasons for the drop-off were the parent's 
difftculty in allocating time for all the sessions, sickness of siblings, parents or 
subjects and infants who became too mature for the HAS-technique. No signiftcant 
differences were observed when the results were analysed in terms of matched pairs 
of subjects nor between the groups reported as "pacifter" vs "non-pacifter" users. 
Furthermore, no systematic variation could be observed within subjects as the result 
of the exposure to the repeated measures. Hence, given that the differences observed 
in the post- to pre-shift sucking frequencies could not be attributed to the repeated 
measures assessment and that missing cases impaired the full repeated measures 
analysis, the data will be treated as a set of independent measures. 

3.2.4 Global discrimination results 

The analysis of the post-shift recovery was made acording to the structure displayed 
in table 4. A weak tendency for differences across experimental conditions 
[F (5, 185)= 1.890, p < 0.098] was found but there were no main age effects 
[F (2, 185)=0. 133, P < 0.876] nor signiftcant interaction between age and experimen
tal condition effect [F (lO, 185), p < 0.286]. However, apost-hoc comparison of each 
experimental condition with the control condition, indicated signiftcant differences 
for i/u [F ( 1, 185)=5.703, p < 0.018] and for bNdA [F ( 1, 185)=4.340, P < 0.039]. 
None of the other comparisons with the control condition yielded signiftcant 
differences (alA, F( 1, 185)=O.042, P < 0.837; bNba, F ( 1, 185)= 1.384 p < 0.24 1; 
Ab/Ad, F ( 1, 185)=2.045 P < 0. 154). Contrasts of age subgroups within each condi
tion relative to the control condition revealed a significant difference within the 
bNdA group. Infants up to three-months of age successfully discriminated bA from 
dA [F ( 1, 185)=8.675, P < 0.004], but not the older subjects [F ( 1, 185)=0.040, 
p < 0.843]. 
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Only two main aspects in the present results will be discussed here. One is the 
general difference observed between adult and infant results. The other is the 
indication of an age-related change in the infant's discrimination of these synthetic 
CV -syllables. 

Adults subjects appear to have discriminated the stimuli on the basis of vowel 
differences. In contrast, they petformed poorly when the acoustic difference was 
located at the point of maximum transition rate. The adult results may be accounted 
for sensory smearing of the formant transitions (Lacerda, 1987a,b) and the ambi
guity introduced by the static F3 and F4 formants. The discrimination pattern 
displayed by the infants is basically the opposit. Except for the large [i]/[u] contrast, 
which is in agreement with other infant studies (e.g. Kuhl, 1979; Trehub, 1973), 
the infants did not show evidence of vowel discrimination. 

Interestingly, Jusczyk, Bertoncini, Bijeljac-Babic, Kennedy and Mehler's 
( 1990) two-month-old and even newborn subjects could discriminate a [ba]/[b"] 
contrast in a modified HAS-paradigm. The acoustic difference in the contrast used 
by Jusczyk et al. was approximately equal to that of the present [ba]/[bA], when 
expressed in the tonotopical Bark scale. Otherwise, Jusczyk et al. 's stimuli provide 
a contrast along the high/low dimension instead of the current frontlback. Thus, 
failure to discriminate along the frontlback dimension should not, in principle, be 
attributed to lack of resolution in the infant's auditory system. Strictly, however, 
that cannot be taken for granted. Thus to address the issue directly, an additional 
experiment was set up in our laboratory in which a high-low contrast was created 
by applying to FI the same shift (in Bark) that had been used with F2. The 
preliminary results seem to replicate Jusczyk et al. 's ( 1990) and support the notion 
of perceptual asymmetry between contrasts along the high/low and the frontlback 
dimension (Lacerda, 1992a), at least when the present [A] vowel is used as 

Table 4. The table shows the number of experiments carried out for each of the conditions, 
with infants grouped by age groups.Age is expressed in months. Columns A to X show 
conditions: 
A = [AV[a]; B = [bAV[dA]; C = [bA]/[ba]; D = [AbV[Ad]; K = [i]/[u]; X = [aeV[ae]; 

Ace A B C D K X Total 
Below 3 6 6 10 7 39 7 75 
Age 3 10 12 8 12 12 10 64 
Above 3 11 7 9 11 17 9 64 
Total 27 25 27 30 68 26 203 
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reference. If this assymmetry proves to be stable, it may be explained in acoustic 
tenns by the fact that contrasts along the higMow dimension are emphasized by 
the larger concomitant changes in intensity, than those associated with correspond
ing front/back contrasts (Fant, 1960). Adult listeners compensate, however, for this 
variation and perceive vocal effort instead of the physical vowel intensity (La
defoged, 1967). Infants will have to learn to disregard intensity fluctuations as they 
acquire their ambient language. A serious problem with this explanation is to 
account for how the infant disregards intensity variation that caused by non
phonetic variables like the speaker-to-listener distance. It is possible that one of the 
fIrst equivalence problems faced by the young infant is just to learn how to disregard 
spurious intensity differences. Unfortunately, this avenue does not seem to have 
been persued since intensity is traditionally one of the variables that is held constant 
as it is known to provide extra cues to the infants. 

Regarding discrimination of the [bA ]/[ dA] contrast, the results indicated an 
advantage of the infants relative to the adults. In general, infant discrimination 
perfonnance seems to improve with the dynamics in the stimuli but it only reached 
signifIcance for the initial [b]/[d] contrast. It appears that fast fonnant transitions 
draw the infant's attention. It is not clear what causes the drop in the discrimination 
perfonnance obselVed for the older infants (after three months of age). One 
possibility is that it is caused by an attentional shift since by this age infants start 
displaying a qualitatively different pattern of interaction with their environment 
along with marked changes in their motor schemes (von Hofsten, 1986). Thus, at 
about this time the infant may start to process the [bA]/[dA] stimuli in a more 
adult-like fashion, i.e. loose its capacity of discriminating them on a more auditory 
basis and getting confounded by their ambiguous phonetic characteristics. The 
present decrement in the discrimination of the initial consonant contrast is similar 
to the picture provided by Jusczyk et al. 's (1989) and Eilers et al. 's (1981) results: 
while the younger infants tested by Jusczyk's team were able to perceive voicing 
contrasts signaled by single acoustic cues, Eiler's six-month-olds could not dis
criminate a voicing contrast cued by a VOT differences only. However, while the 
discrepancy between Jusczyk's and Eiler's results might be attributed to procedural 
differences, the present drop in discrimination cannot. Yet, as pointed out by 
Jusczyk et al. (1989), "It is not obvious why infants should show decreased 
sensitivity to contrasts that do continue to appear in their native language environ
ment" (p. 1748). 

Clearly, additional research is needed in this area but the present results seem 
to go against the simplistic notion that infants discriminate speech "even better" 
than adults. Infants and adults seem to attend to different aspects (may be in different 
ways) of the speech signal. Presumably infants need more than single acoustic cues 
to perfonn discrimination of speech sounds but they natural languages (and mo-
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thereses) surely provide enough redundancy to help them focus on the relevant 
differences. 
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Dependence of high-amplitude sucking 
discrimination results on the pre- and 

post-shift window duration 1 

Francisco Lacerda 

Abstract 
One of the behavioural techniques used to study the young infants' percep
tion of speech sounds is the High-Amplitude Sucking (HAS). The HAS is a 
habituationldeshabituation procedure in which the infant's high-amplitude 
sucks are reinforced by sound stimuli and thus the sucking frequency is a 
measure of the infant' s interest to listen to the stimuli. During the habituation 
phase, the infant is reinforced with one set of stimuli until the sucking 
frequency drops to a criterion level. At this point (shift), a new set of stimuli 
is presented. The infant's ability to discriminate between the latter and the 
former sets is assumed to be signaled by an increment in the post-shift 
sucking frequency (recovery form habituation). However, because recovery 
measures are based on pre- and post-shift sucking frequencies averaged 
over rather arbitrary time windows, it may be difficult to compare discrimi
nation results obtained by research groups that use different time windows. 
This paper addresses the specific issue of the influence that differences in 
the pre- and post-shift window duration may have on the inferred discrimi
nations. Although the data used in this study were not collected for a 
methodological investigation, the data-collection technique permits assess
ing the same set of raw data using different pre- and post-shift windows in 
a range extending up to 120 s. The results indicate that the discrimination 
results inferred on the basis of time-windows in the 60 s to 120 s range are 
the same. 

1. Introduction 
The High-Amplitude Sucking (HAS) technique is one of the behavioural response 
measures that can be used to investigate young infants' perception of speech sounds, 
with subjects ranging from 0 to about 4 months of age. The technique uses a 
habituationldishabituation paradigm in which high-amplitude sucks are reinforced 
by the presentation of sound stimuli. The infant sucks on a pacifier that is attached 
to a pressure transducer and this, in turn, connected to a computer. In the beginning 

1) Article submitted to Journal of experimental child psychology. 
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of the experimental session a pressure threshold to detect high-amplitude sucks is 
established in the absence of sound stimuli. Thereafter presentation of sound stimuli 
is made contingent upon new high-amplitude sucks. Infants usually discover the 
contingency between high-amplitude sucks and sound presentation rather quickly 
and increase the frequency of their high-amplitude sucks to elicit the presentation 
of the sound stimuli. After a while the infant habituates to the stimuli and is not 
interested in listening to the stimuli as often. As a consequence, the frequency of 
the high-amplitude sucks tends to drop. When a pre-established habituation crite
rion is met (i.e. a certain decrease in the frequency of the high-amplitude sucks is 
observed), the "shift point" is reached. At this critical moment, the original set of 
sound stimuli is substituted by another. If the infant perceives the novelty of these 
post-shift stimuli, dishabituation is likely to occur and the post-shift sucking 
frequency increases in relation to the pre-shift frequency because the infant now 
wants to listen to the new set of stimuli. Thus, the infant's ability to discriminate 
between the two sets of stimuli can be inferred from the changes in the sucking 
behaviour occurring in the neighbourhood of the shift point. An increase in the 
post-shift sucking frequency usually signals discrimination. 

In a single experimental session, however, it may be difficult to evaluate 
increases in the post-shift sucking frequency because subjects may spontaneously 
change their sucking frequency even in the absence of changes in the acoustic 
stimuli. It is therefore customary to count the number of high-amplitude sucks 
occurring within certain pre- and post -shift time windows to rule out local variations 
in the instantaneous sucking frequency. The measures of post-shift recovery are 
based on how the counts of high-amplitude sucks that are observed within the 
post-shift time window relate to the counts observed within the pre-shift window. 
Unfortunately, a number of detail differences in the implementation of the HAS
technique, in particular the use of different window lengths, and the lack of relevant 
methodological studies makes it difficult to compare results obtained by different 
research teams (Jusczyk, 1985). The goal of this paper is to evaluate the dependence 
of discrimination results on the duration of the pre- and post-shift time windows 
used to establish the discrimination criteria. At the same time the present study may 
contribute with data to clarify the sensitivity issue raised by Jusczyk (1985) -
window durations shorter than 2 minutes may reduce the technique's sensitivity 
because the infant may not have enough time to discover the novelty of the post-shift 
stimulus while longer windows may have the drawback of averaging the post-shift 
response over a period during which the infant may have started habituating to the 
new stimulus. Since we record the timing of the actual high-amplitude sucks 
produced during a session, our data can be re-examined with different time-win
dows and therefore contribute to an evalutation of the stability of the HAS 
procedure. Obviously, it should be kept in mind that the effect of certain paramters, 
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like those involved in the establishement of the shift criterion, cannot be addressed 
a posteriori. An evaluation of their effect demands a proper methodological study. 

This study investigates how discrimination inferrences may depend on the 
choice of particular pre- and post-shift window durations. For example, while 
Jusczyk and his associates use a 2-minute time window, Bertoncini and Mehler 
(1981) used a I-minute window in their earlier experiments and Eilers (1977) 
adopted a 4-minute window. The 2-minute window is apparently the most widely 
referred to in the literature mainly because Jusczyk's group has been producing a 
significant part of the infant speech perception research. However, we lack empiri
cal evidence to support specifically any of those window durations. In the case of 
our own implementation of the HAS-technique, we have decided to use a I-minute 
time window, hoping to capture the initial portion of the recovery from habituation 
and therefore to increase the sensitivity of the procedure by focusing on the period 
where the reaction to the post shift stimuli would be maximal. But again, the choice 
of this time-window makes it difficult to compare our results with those from other 
laboratories. In this paper we therefore analyse a set of our raw data using several 
pre- and post-shift windows within the 40 s to 120 s range because it seems 
important to evaluate the dependence of the discrimination results on the specific 
time windows used. 

2. Method 

2.1 Data collection 

A sub-set of raw data originally collected to assess the infants' ability to discriminate 
formant shifts (Lacerda, 1992) was used in this methodological study. Our im
plementation of the HAS-technique followed general principles of the paradigm's 
classic versions (Jusczyk, 1985). The high-amplitude sucking pressure threshold 
was defined as the pressure that had been exceeded 30 times/minute during the 
one-minute calibration phase (no sound) prior to the test proper. Habituation was 
defined as a 25% decrease, under two consecutive minutes, relative to a previously 
observed sucking frequency maximum, measured with a running one-minute 
window. To qualify for further analysis, the subject's sucking frequency had to be 
above a 10 HAS per minute threshold during the pre-shift period. The minimum 
duration of the habituation phase was three minutes. 

In addition to the operational criteria defmed within the program, there was an 
on-line evaluation of the state of the infant. This evaluation was used as an extra 
selection criterion, and infants who cried, fell asleep, vocalised or had bowl 
movements during the session were excluded from further analysis. From a total of 
579 experiments, 209 fulftlled all the selection constraints and were selected for 
this analysis. These 209 measurements were performed on 103 different subjects. 
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The distribution of the rejection causes was the following: cry, 1.6%; vocalisation, 
1.0%; bowl movements, 3.3%; sleep, 3.3%; refuse to participate, 6%; fussiness, 
8.8%; experimental errors, 1.6%; miscellaneous (including failure to attain the 
criterion shift, sessions interrupted before shift, etc.), 29.0%. 

The data was collected under seven different experimental conditions involving 
two vowel contrasts, an initial consonant contrast in Ca utterances, two contrasts in 
the target vowels of b V utterances and a contrast in the final consonant of aC 
utterances. For the purposes of this methodological evaluation the actual contrasts 
are irrelevant because the evaluation of the effects of the window length always 
involves data that were obtained under the same conditions. Only an ilu vowel 
contrast and the no-change "contrast" will be specifically addressed to illustrate the 
effect of the window length on a contrast that seems to be easily detected by the 
infants. 

2.2 Procedure 

To evaluate the dependence of the HAS-technique results on analysis window 
duration, the discrimination results obtained under five different windows was 
studied. Correlation coefficients were computed between subsets of data grouped 
by different time windows. Also an analysis of variance of discrimination results 
obtained under different time windows was carried out. 

The raw data from each subject was analysed by computing the number of 
high-amplitude sucks occurring within each of a series of adjacent 20 s time-win
dows. The first post-shift window covered the initial 20 s of the post-shift phase, 
the second window covered the 20 to 40 s interval, and so on. The analysis windows 
considered below were obtained by combining the relevant 20 s segments. The 
sucking frequency was computed for five post-shift windows and similarly for five 
pre-shift windows, covering a range of +/-100 s centred at the shift point. For the 
specific case of the analysis of variance a 120 s window was also considered to 
enable a direct comparison with the most common window length in the literature. 

2.3 Correlation analysis 

The correlation coefficients were computed between the pre- to post-shift incre
ments that had been observed with different time windows. The data pairs used in 
the correlation analysis were therefore always matched. Each pair was generated 
by the two pre- to post-shift increments that were obtained by grouping in two 
different time-windows the data from a single subject and a single experimental 
condition. Thus, in the context of this methodological study, the specific condition 
used to collect the data should be irrelevant. 

Both Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficients and significance levels 
were computed between pairs of results obtained under different time windows. 
The Spearman correlation was computed because it is based on a rank scale, a 
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Figure 1a (top). Comparison between the recovery measured by a 40 s time-window and 
by a one-minute time-window. A linear regression line and its 0.95 confidence intervals are 
also shown. 

Figure 1b (bottom left). Comparison between the recovery measured by a 80 s time-win
dow and by a one-minute time-window. A linear regression line and its 0.95 confidence 
intervals are also shown. 

Figure 1 c (bottom right). Comparison between the recovery measured by a 100 s 
time-window and by a one-minute time-window. A linear regression line and its 0.95 
confidence intervals are also shown. 
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demand that is clearly met by the data. The Pearson correlation coefficient requires 
an interval scale which is a more problematic assumption in face of the nature of 
the high-amplitude sucking data. A 10 units increment from 40 to 50 sucks/minute 
is not necessarily equivalent to the numerically equal increment from 10 to 20 
sucks/minute. The Pearson correlation coefficient was computed to provide an 
indication of the sensitivity to different assumptions on the data structure. 

2.4 Analysis of variance 

To keep the requirements on the type of data at a rank scale level, a non-parametric 
analysis of variance (Kruskal-Wallis) was used to compute the significance levels 
between a clear contrast test condition (i/u contrast) and the control group. 

Finally, a Friedman two-way analysis of variance was carried out on all the 
significance levels that were obtained for each experimental condition and under 
each time window (40, 60, 80 and 100 s). This analysis tests the hypothesis that no 
systematic variation exists in the rankings across windows. 

3. Results 

3.1 Correlation coefficients 

The correlation between the results obtained with the different time windows was 
first computed for a case in which the infants typically showed recovery from 
habituation the ilu vowel contrast. Next, the same type of analysis was carried out 
for all the available data, pooled from all the subjects and the seven conditions. 

3.1.1 Discrimination of a clear vowel contrast (ilu) 

Table 1 shows the correlation coefficients that were computed for the ilu vowel 
contrast. The correlation coefficients relate the results obtained under three time 

Table 1. Correlation between post-shift increases observed under of the listed windows 
and the post-shift increase obtained under a reference +/-60 s window. All correlations are 
significant at p < 0.001. A total of 72 cases were processed, including only an ilu contrast 
and a no-change control situation. 

Window lengths Correlations 
(sec) r (Spearman) 

40 0.720 
80 0.861 

100 0.784 
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windows (40, 80 and 100 s) to the 60 s window reference. Highly significant 
correlations were observed also in this case. 

3.12 Pooled data 

Figure 1 displays the relation between the recovery values obtained under three 
different time-windows and the one-minute window. There are 209 data points on 
each plot and a regression line fitted by the least square error procedure. The graphs 
also show the 95% confidence intervals. The values displayed along the axis are 
the actual differences in number of sucks (not the normalised frequencies in 
sucks/minute) seen during the post- and the pre-shift time windows indicated on 
the labels. The slopes of the regression lines reflect a scaling factor related to the 
differences in window lengths. The bulk of the data can be described as a linear 
trend, although some outliers are obviously influencing the actual slope of the 
regression lines. 

Table 2 shows the correlation coefficients between the results obtained with 
three different windows and those obtained with a reference +/-60 s window. First, 
recovery from habituation was measured for each window duration. Recovery was 
expressed by the increment in the number of post-shift high-amplitude sucks 
relative to the number of sucks within the correspondent pre-shift interval. Then, 
the correlation between recovery measures obtained with different windows was 
studied by pairing the measures generated for each subject and condition. All 
correlations were significant at p < 0.001. 

Additional correlation coefficients were also computed between all the pairs of 
40, 80 and 100 s windows and proved to be highly significant in all cases. 

Table 2. Correlation between recovery from habituation measured under three different 
windows and those obtained under a reference +/-60 s window. All correlations are 
significant at p < 0.001. 

Window definition 

(sec) 
40 
80 

100 

Correlation 
recovery from habituation under the two windows 
r (Spearman) r (Pearson) 
0.725 0.794 
0.861 0.878 
0.798 0.792 
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3.2 Analysis o/variance 

3.2.1 Discrimination 0/ a clear vowel contrast (i/u) 

Table 3 shows the results of a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance 
comparing the clear i/u vowel contrast data with the control group data. A total of 
72 cases were processed, including both test and control data. In addition to the four 
time windows that had been used in the correlation analysis, a 2minute window was 
also included here. 

The results indicate a significant difference (p < 0.05) between i/u and the 
control group for all the window durations between 60 and 120 s. 

3.2.2 Global analysis o/the experimental conditions 

The significance levels that were obtained from the comparisons between the 
different test and control conditions are displayed in figure 2. The X -axis indicates 
the duration of the time window that provided the data for the analysis of variance. 
The Y-axis shows the significance value. Each curve corresponds to an experimen
tal condition that was analysed against the no-change, control, condition. Signifi
cant differences between the experimental and the control conditions are indicated 
by probability values under 0.05. The figure displays the complete set of probability 
values because they provide an indication of how the procedure sensitivity is 
affected by the window length. 

A Friedman two-way analysis of variance (contrast by time-window) performed 
on the significance levels revealed a high average concordance (Kendall's coeffi
cient of concordance 0.886) among the significance levels obtained under the 
different windows. This concordance was highly significant (Friedman test statistic 
= 22.143, P < 0.001). 

Table 3. Significance levels from the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance. A total 
of 72 cases, including both control and test data collected an ilu contrast were grouped 
under different time windows. 

Window length (sec) 
40 
60 
80 

100 
120 

Significance level 
0.166 
0.002 
0.009 
0.032 
0.024 
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Both the correlation and the analysis of variance results indicate that the results 
obtained with the different time windows are consistent. The highly significant 
correlations observed between the different sets of data suggest that the infants 
displayed a rather stable behaviour in the neighbourhood of the shift point. Ob
viously, different infants behaved differently during the test situation and they 
produced distinct behavioural patterns that were related to the kind of sound 
contrasts they were exposed to. However, the current results show that there were 
no dramatic changes in the individual behaviours within the time windows that are 
typically used to infer discrimination with the high-amplitude sucking paradigm. 

More important though is the fact that at, a 0.05 significance level, practically 
the same conclusions would be obtained under the different time windows. This is 
supported by the Friedman test, indicating a coherent variation in the significance 
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Figure 2. Significance values versus window durations in seconds. To illustrate the 
influence of the different time windows, the graph shows all the probabilities of incorrectly 
rejecting the null hypothesis when comparing each contrast shown in the legend with the 
control condition. Statisticall y relevant significance is considered only for probability values 
under 0.05. 
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levels obtained under the different windows, and consistent with the outcome of 
the correlation analysis. 

The overall u-shape of the curves displayed in figure 2 suggest that window 
lengths between 60 and 100 s produce roughly equivalent results. Including the 
120 s window would introduce a difference in the outcome of condition bNdA 
since it would not reach significance (p < 0.063), if analysed with that window. This 
is a problematic result because the bNdA condition involves a rather subtle contrast, 
form an adult point of view. It would be therefore easy to accept that the infants 
would also experience discrimination difficulties with that contrast. Finally, the 
results from the 40 s window may suggest that the window is too short. For this 
window, the clearly discriminable ilu contrast would not reach significance. 

5. Conclusion 
This paper addressed the effect that different window sizes may have upon the 
discrimination results inferred with the high-amplitude sucking technique. The 
same set of raw data was used and processed under different time windows to 
evaluate the consequences that changes in the analysis window, per se, might have 
on the inferred discrimination. 

The analysis indicated a good overall agreement and coherent results for 
window durations in the range 60 to 120 s. Thus, the dependence of the discrimi
nations results obtained with the HAS-technique on the particular size of the 
analysis windows seems to be less critical than expected. Discrimination data 
obtained under analysis windows of the order of magnitude of one or two minutes 
are therefore likely to be comparable. 
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1. The notion of 'prototype' 
In a series of recent experiments (Kuhl, 1991) Pat Kuhl has introduced the notion of 

prototypes for speech categories. In one experiment, adult listeners were asked to judge 
variants of the vowel Iii with respect to how well they represented the iii category. Subjects 
favored a specific point in the vowel space as the best instance of the category. A given 
variant's typicality decreased as a function of distance from the most favored token, which 
was called a prototype. The formant patterns correspond to the average values of a male 
IiI in the classical P & B study (Peterson & Barney 1952). In Kuhl's second experiment, 
the tokens at the center of these configurations were used as referents and listeners 
generalization to other category members was measured. Listeners tended to generalize 
much more readily to other prototype vowels when the referent was the prototype vowel 
than when it was the non-prototype. Kuhl used the term 'perceptual magnet' to 
describe the effect of the prototype on other members of the category. These referents were 
also used in an experiment with 32 six-month old infants who had been conditioned to 
make a head tum response to change in the stimulus. They also showed significantly more 
generalization to novel stimuli when trained on a prototypical referent. 

Kuhl has suggested that either prototypes are defmed at birth (pre-wired) or they are 
products of environmental experience. Our choice in this study was to examine one of the 
possibilities, namely, the role of experience. Accordingly, our question was: Is 
prototypical information physically present in Baby Talk to a six month old infant? 

2. Project outline 
An American English speaking mother was recorded for one hour while playing 

with her six-month old and, in a separate sample, speaking to another adult. The Baby 
Talk sample was searched for all occurrences of words whose citation forms contained IiI 
and /II. A recording was made, in addition, of CVC tokens of /hidl and /hId/ spoken in 
citation form style by the mother. 

Acoustic analyses were made. They included broadband and LPC spectra, and, for 
examining the harmonic structure, Discrete Fourier Transforms. Often all methods had to 
be combined to make a best estimate of formant frequencies. 

It should be noted that Baby Talk has been described as a simplified register, in that 
its characteristics are assumed to be adapted to match the infant's current state of 
development. It has been frequently demonstrated across languages (Ferguson, 1977, 

1) Paper presented at the symposium, "Current phonetic research paradigm: Implications for 
speech motor control", in Stockhol m, August 13-16, 1991. See also PERILUS XIV. 

2) Dept. of Speech Communication, University of Texas, Austin, Texas, USA. 

3) This department and Dept. of Linguistics, University of Texas at Austin. 
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Fernald, 1984, Sundberg, 1991) that pitch contours tend to show wider variations in Baby 
Talk than in adult-adult speaking styles. The mother we analyzed showed FO variations 
characteristic of Baby Talk style. Accurate formant estimation is very difficult to achieve 
under these conditions. To make measurements in a consistent manner, we applied a 
weighting procedure to each formant region based on the amplitudes of the strongest 
harmonic and immediate neighbors. FO often reached values of 500 Hz or more causing 
formant values to be more and more influenced by the strongest harmonic. 

3. Results 
Raw data for the vowels Iii and/l/ are shown hen¥ in relation to an ellipse whose 

center coincides with the mean of the /h V dI measurements and whose major and minor axes 

are 3 standard deviations away from that mean. The /h V dl values were chosen as 

references as inat context was used by Peterson and Barney and Kuhl's prototype Iii was 

identical with Peterson and Barney's average male value. 

Defining the prototypical F-pattem as one that falls inside of the /h V d/ ellipse, this 

sample of Baby Talk speech can be seen to contain tokens with prototypical valu�s. 

However, the majority of the data points do not meet that defmition of prototype. The:e IS, 

then, a great deal of variability in this corpus, the sort of variability typically asSOCiated 

with analyses of connected speech. This Baby Talk sample differs from adult-adult 

connected speech prosodica1ly, but does it differ segmentally? 
To examine this question more closely, the next figures5'are based on "matched" 

samples in which the contexts of all vowels were analyzed by place of articulation of the 

preceding and following consonants. 

A sample of vowels occurring in CVC sequences was drawn from the Baby Talk sample so 
that the CVC structures were statistically identical to the adult-adult sample in terms of 
initial and final place features. 

Formant distributions for the two speaking styles are significantly different. The 
adult-adult data points are shifted down in frequency relative to that of the Baby Talk. 
Contextual assimilation is the source of the shift as vowel formant patterns are displaced 
towards the locus patterns of the adjacent consonants. For this matched sample Baby Talk 
shows slightly less context dependence. The cluster of points is closer to the prototypical 
reference values than that of the adult-adult sample, showing some degree of se�mental 
adaptation. 

Returning to the raw data in the top two figures, we must again ask what might 
account for the massive variation. For Fl , recall that estimates were based on amplitudes 
of the strongest harmonics and immediate neighbors. In addition, the sample was 
characterized by numerous tokens with high FO values. An explanation for this FI 
variation then might be that the estimates are basically related to the frequency of the first 
harmonic. 

Several points seem important in assessing the meaning of these data They are not 
good estimates of the underlying pole frequency of the first resonance of the oral cavity. 
Neither are they independent of voice source parameters and nasalization and other factors 

4) See Figure 1. 

5) See Figure 2. 
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complicating formant measurements. These formant estimates simply represent 
information on the spectral peaks present in the spectral displays. Two main fmdings seem 
relevant in assessing what these data may mean perceptually. First is Sundberg's 
demonstration that at high pitches singers tend to tune their fIrst formant to a frequency that 
is close to the fundamental to maintain the intensity of the output sound. (Sundberg, 1987). 
Second, is Traiinmuller's (1991) fInding in LPC synthesis experiments that in loud speech 
the distance between Fl and FO must be kept constant for vowel quality to remain constant. 
In a loud Ii! with a high FO the fIrst formant is raised considerably. Shulman (1989) has 
shown that FO increases considerably with an increase in loudness. Consequently, we feel 
some confIdence in claiming that methodologically our Fl data are reliable and perceptually 
they also make sense in the light of Sundberg and Traunmuller's fIndings on FO-Fl 
relationships. 

Note that many F2 points have lower values than the prototypes. Examination of 
individual tokens indicates the variations are strongly contextually determined. For 
example, drastically lowered values (below 2000Hz) in both the Ii! and /1/ diagrams are 
associated with words such as "with" and "we". The properties of the labio-velar glide 
combined with a lack of emphasis gives rise to a very strong undershoot effect. 

4. Discussion 
We began by asking whether prototypical vowel formant patterns are present in 

Baby Talk speech. The answer, based on this case study, is a conditional yes. F-patterns 
approaching prototypical values can indeed be found in Baby Talk. However, those 
patterns are embedded in a total picture that is characterized by massive variability. That 
variability was similar for this speaker to that observed in a corpus of her adult directed 
speech. It seemed less extensive, leading to the conclusion that this mother did adapt her 
speech to her chil<;l segmentally as well as prosodic ally. 

The question which emerges from this data is clearly that of why there were so few 
prototypical formant patterns. One point of note is that we used an acoustic defInition 
rather than the perceptual one used by Kuhl. Although our measurements are reliable, in 
that we feel they would emerge similarly in other speakers, we do not know whether they 
come anywhere near what the child's perceptual system actually extracts from speech 
signals. It is possible that more sophisticated acoustic measures can be proposed that 
would reduce the variance and bring out acoustic correlates of a given vowel in a salient 

and clear-cut manner. Application of currently available models to acoustic specifIcation of 
prototypes still appears rather remote however. 

It is also possible that more fInely-grained analysis of the database could reveal 
other dimensions that are used to 'ear-mark' good prototypical samples for the child. To 
address that issue, we compared syllables likely to prominent in connected speech with 
syllables less likely to receive emphasis. We compared syllables in semantic morphemes 
(content words) stressed in citation form with syllables in grammatical morphemes 
(function words) unstressed in citation form. The classification was adopted to obtain a 
rough estimate of the role of prosodic factors and as a short-cut to making subjective 
auditory judgements of the relative stress and prominence among syllables. There was 
considerable overlap between the two distributions, although the function word cluster was 
somewhat more displaced toward central values. 
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A third issue to consider is the size of the data base. A one hour sample is not a 
very large data base on which to evaluate the prototype hypothesis. The hypothesis that 
"an Ii/-prototype could be the most frequently observed fonnant pattern for /i/" is still 
viable. It is neither supported or refuted by the present data. 

Finally, it is evident that Kuhl and her co-workers have given us a very interesting 
idea. It is also evident from our experience with this case study that prototypes for speech 
categories are not going to be easy to evaluate either from experimental or theoretical 
perspectives. 

Linguistics, Stockholm 
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